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aN ASSASSIN OF

UNCLE SAM TROUBLF

man With Coveting 'Frisco
Street Railway.

by Indignant Mob.

JAP AMBASSADOR

COM-

THORNELL

PLAINS TO WASHINGTON

Secretary Root Orders an Investi
gation Through the Department
of Justice- - General Louck
Makes Inquiry-Poli- ce
Were Not In Sight.

TO IlK THROWN
OUT IIV TIIK JAPS.
San Francisco, Cal., May 25. The
disturbances referred to in the Toklo
cablegram arose over the expulsion of

KF.ITSKl

two white men from a Japanese res
A mob wrecked the restaurant anil
a Japanese bath house on Folsom
street, the Inmates escaping through
a rear entrance.
The police say the reason there
was no interference with the mob was
because all the patrolmen on Falsom
street had been withdrawn for duty
In other sections, where disturbances
prevailed owing to Jhe striking cur
men.

taurant.

UXCI.K SAM OI1DKKS
AN INVESTIGATION.
Washington, D. C, May 25. The

state department was Informed to
day by Viscount Aoki, the Japanese
ambassador, of recent abuses to Jap
anese restaurant keepers at San
Francisco.
Secretary Root at once took the
matter up with the department of
Justice, with the request that an im
mediate investigation be made.
The ambassador Informed the
that he will shortly visit the
Pacific coast, carrying out plans made
several months ago.
.laps Will He lrotci-ted- .
Ad
San. Francisco, Cal.. May
.
Jutant General Laurk, w!.
charge of the state military headquaf
ters being maintained In San Fran
Cisco by Governor Glllett. today said
he would investigate thoroughly the
attack upon the Japanese restaurant
and report the facts to the governor.
GIRL

SEEKS CORRESPONDENCE
The following note wus found in
at Trinidad yester
day:
Newcastle, Cal., May 19, '07.
'Dear Sir:
"1 was the one that packed this
box of cherries for you to think of me
Dear. My address is
"Miss Marie Amies,
"Newcastle, Calif.
"In care of Fred Amies."
Anyone caring to write
to
the
young lady ought to get an Interest
lug letter from her.
box of cherries

RUSSIAN STUDENTS HAD
IN

FOR

KAISER

London, May 25. The Berlin cor
respondent of the Daily Mail says the
arrest recently of several Russian
students there was the result of accumulated evidence that they were
n
plot
associated with a
to assassinate the kaiser.
Thirty-fivincluding three women,
Here arrested.
Twenty-fiv- e
have since been released upon the establishment of their
comparative innocence.
Kusso-Geniiu-

e,

MURDER

DONE

LEOPOLD

AT

Wounded Man I, Irs Half the Night
On Frozen (round. Then lHe.
e a
Special to The Evening Citizen.f
May 25.
Silver City, .V
H. Same, a well known miner,
was found
dead at Leopold
Tuesday morning lying in a pool
A ghastly
of his own blood.
wound In his back a half Inch
the left shoulder blade
made by a bullet from a
revolver tells the tale of
the deadly work of an assassin.
found about
The body was
twenty feet from
saloon on
the the down hill side of
Judging
from appearand
ances Same had lain on the
ground scleral hours after being shot before death relieved
his suffering. The shooting ocafter mfldnight
curred
but the body was nut removed
from the place where it was
either dragged or fell, until
o'clock the following muniing.
The murderer has not been apprehended, but the tiuinorities
have a clew which they iliink
will lead to the anest of the
guilty party.
The murdered man i survived by a willow and two children.
Same was an industrious, peaceable man and there is a strong
feeling among tlje better people
of the county against the murderers. A lynching may follow
arrent.
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REAPING WAGES
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TWO

PALLY
DENIES

t

llarleoi Itcgutla .N-lutioii- .
New York. May 2a. The intermediate octuple sculls have been
dropped from the Decoration day
program.
The entries close lujlay.
Fifty-fiv- e
have been made from Hareight
from Philadelphia.
lem, and

IRE

CAI- J-

NOT SURVIVE VERY
M

TELEPHONE GIRLS STRIKE
LAWLESSNESS RIDES CITY

TALESMEN

QUALIFY

GRAFTING

AS JURORS

State Has but Two Peremptory
Challenges Left and the Defense
Only Three-Boi- se
Architect
Who Is Opposed to Capital
Punishment Is Passed.

Grand Jury Returns Eleven More
Indlctments-Tha- t's
What Made
Street Railway Magnate Yell
Persecution-Bon- ds
of Brib-

ers Small Fortune.

Toklo. May 25. A report from the
.Japanese counsel In San Francisco
confirms the news of attacks made
recently on Japanese restaurant keep
er In that city.
The public here Is very Indignant,
but the press refrains from hostile
comment, trusting that the Washing
ton government will prevent a repeti
tion of similar occurrences.

IT

ALSO

FRANCISCO IS MRS. fil'KINLEY

Counsel for Haywood Protest Strikes. Boodle Trials. Fire Conditions of Widow of Late
Vigorously, but Are
and Earthquakes
President Is Less Favoraby
Overruled
Are Its Woes.
ble Today-S- he
Is Sufthe Court.
fering Little Pain.

San Francisco Japanese Res- President of United Railroads
taurant and Bath House
Charges Citizen Committee,

SAN

FORTH

WITH MANY NEW

JIKADO

Ransacked
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San Francisco, Cal., May 25. Patrick Calhoun, president of the United
Railroads, last night Issued a statement addressed to the American people, In which he says that he returning of Indictments against himself and his associates Is another step
In a program to gain political control of this city by Rudolph Spreck-el- s
and others, for pelnsh purposes,
through a combination with the labor
union party.
"I charge." said Calhoun, "that the
motives of Spreckels and his associates are malicious, that his plans
(From a Sketch In the Boise Court Room by Landon.)
are Belflsh and Injurious to the welAn odd situation at Boise Is the Intimacy between .Mrs. Haywood,
fare of this community, that they
the defendant in the Haywood trial, and the wild of Ktevo Attains,
of wife of
seek through the assassination
who 1 credited with a confession directed against the Western
character to Injure the United Railolliclals,
yir. Atlanta i to be a witness
roads and further their financial
the state. Kite and Mrs.
plans and that they have inspired Haywood are constantly In each other's company In tlie court room and
I
Rtrlkes, violence, the destruction of out.
property and boycotts, and that these
part
SpreckelB
Indictments are a
of
plan to confiscate the property of the Glass, vice president of the Pacific
United Railroads so as to replace our States Telepehone company; Theo- A
BLOODY
MAY
street rallrouds by lines owned by dore V. Halsey, agent of the Pacific
SpreckelB.
States Telephone company, and Abe
Thornell McNally also declares that Ruef.
the charges against him are false and
IDENTITY
he demands the fullest Investigation
d
Half Million in
Line.
May 25. Mr. HUngton,
Montreal,
Indictments Against C'nllioun.
who has come over to take a trip
d
The grand Jury yesterday returned over the
route, said: "The
the following graft Indictments:
new steamship line will mean not
Against President Patrick Calhoun only a new era in Canadian overof the United Railroads; against As seas transportation, but also a new
sistant to the President. Thornwall era in the Industrial development of
Mullaly; against Attorneys Tiery L. the country, for it will do more, probFord aud W. M. Abbott, of the legal ably, than anything else could do to Henry Becker Is Suspected of
department of the United railways, attract the attention of monied-InterstatKilling
- .
each;
against
Mayor
fourteen
Ameto Canada."
Scltfultz. sixteen; .iguluat
Abraham
Lord
Strathcona
to
Is
said
have
Ruef, fourteen;
against
President half a million dollars in this enterStoffeldt.
lia
Louis Glass, of the Pacific States
Telephone and Telegraph company. prise.
two: against Theodore Halsoy. agent
or mat corporation.
LOOKS AT CORPSE AND
Ruef. Schmitz. Calhoun. Mullah- CHILD SWEETHEART
SAYS ANOTHER MAN DID IT
Ford and Abbott are charged with
bribing fourteen supervisors to grant
the overhead trolley franchise to the
WOUNDED WITH KNIFE
I lilted Railroads. Schmitz is further
New York, May 25. Damaging
charged with bribery in connection
evidence has been found against Hen
with the fixing of the gas company's
Becker, the suspect held for the
rate and with receiving 150. OHO in the
Kansas city. Mo., May 25. Charles
of Amelia StutTeldt. ut Elm
Gray, a lad of 11 years, has been tak- murder
United Railways' franchise deal.
hurst. Long Island, according to the
The Indictments against Glass are en in charge by the Juvenile court police.
additional to the eleven Indictments authorities on the charge of commitFollowing the dramatic statement
already made against him on the ting an assault with a pocket knife.
Becker before the coffin of the
charge of bribing supervisors to re- The complaint upon which the boy of
girl,
which he said he saw the
ceive a competitive telephone franwas arrested was made by the father murderin committed
by a man In whoso
chise. The Indictment against Halsey of Xedla Caldren. a 10 year old company he was, but
whose name he
Is for the same oCJfnse.
school girl, who lives next door to did not know, police report
that they
Superior Judge Coffey fixed bail In the Gray home.
a
laundry
at
Chinese
found
a blood
the sum of $10,000 on each of the
The assuult, which appears to he stained shirt, which Becker had
tak
charges and gave the accused until 11 the result of a Juvenile love affair, en there shortly
after the girl was
a. m. tomorrow to furnish bonds.
occurred about noon. Nedia, who Is killed.
It was after 5 o'clock when the a very pretty little girl had rejected
The mutilated body of the girl was
grand jury adjourned from its regu- the attention of Charles and positivein a field near Klin hurst Thurs
lar meeting place in Native Sons hall, ly refused to play with him. Her found
aud went in automobiles to Judge mother sent her to the corner grocery day evening.
Coffey's department of the superior on an errand and the youthful lover
court at California and Webster followed her. As she started to leave
streets, to enter the nineteen true the store on her return home the POLICE HAVE DESPERATE
Attorney A. A. Moore, of the Juvenile suitor met her on the sidebills.
United railroads' legal staff, and At- walk und cut her across the right
torney Karl Rogers, of Los Angeles, arm with a pocketknife, Inflicting a
who has been especially engaged for painful wound. The child was taken
EIGHT WITH ALLEGED
the defense of President Calhoun and to police headquarters by Mr. Caldhis associates, appeared for the rail- ren, where Police Surgeon Tenney
way corporations.
dressed the Injuries.
The father of
the little girl asked for a police warTwo Juror Absent.
rant
for
of
the boy, but
the
arrest
The, failure of Jurors Sontagg and
Informed him that
Young to accompany the grand Jury Captain Snyder
age
owing
to the
of the lad the juve-lin- e
to Judge Coffey's court was not exwould have to take the
plained, though
their absence was mattercourt
San Jose. Cal.. May 2a. A negro
up.
Mr. Caldren proceeded
formally noted. The fact that Mr.
Sontagg and Mr. Young followed each at once to the court house where oeneveii to ue Jesse i "oe, w ho l!
war-in Indianapolis for the murJudge
wanted
I
Prather Issued a
other In that order from the grand Probate
der of Policemun Charles Russell
jury chamber shortly before the body ant for the child.
which took place on. September ST)
started for court and that hey ap1H06. was arrested here last night
peared to be laboring under excite... . ....
a
a
tiltl,
nfter
ment and anger, gave rise to a report
men,
voting
both of whom were severely
that the
of the nineteen indictments was not
without
siasneu witn a razor.
No continuation
friction.
of this
FOOL
HOLDUPS
could be obtained.
All Will t.lve Ik.ud
SIX PERSONS AND
The statement was made unofficially that all but $140,000 of the entire
Trinidad. Colo.. May 25. Two bold
amount of bonds. $S0,000. will be young highwaymen
Thursday
forthcoming at the appointed hour night attempted to roblate
Mrs. F.dwurd
HORSES BURNED AT
tomorrow.
The United Railroads Woods while she. In company with
alone will have to put up for Its Mrs. Joseph Flson. was returning
president, assistant to the president
from a social gathering, but
and two attorneys $580,000 in securi- home
the strong resistance offered and her
SAN JOSE
ties or $2X0,0011 In cash. Schmitz, in cries
for
aid frightened the would-b- e
addition to the $50,000 security he bandits and
to
they
heels.
took
their
has ulrcudy given to secure his lib- The attempted robbery tooK place on
erty, pending the trial of the five
avenue as t lie ladies were
counts of extortion brought against Colorado
The two
their homes.
him and Ruef Jointly, will have to approaching
L'5.
San Jo.se, Calif, May
come out of the
put up $160,000 in bonds. Ruef will men were seen to rapidly
At least six persons and twenty 4)
shadow
walk
toward
and
the
up
140,000
put
inasbut
have to
horses were burned to deatn
women. As they drew near they
much us he is ami for more than two two
here early today In a fire that
Mra.
destroyed the Ifnion flodirinir
months has been a prisoner without separated and the one nearest
He
any Immediate hope of release. It Is Woods snatched at her purse.
house and O. W. Tafferty's ilv- ery stable.
understood that he will make no at- managed to grasp It by the bottom,
tempt to give bull. It is said. Indeed, but Mrs. Woods held on gallantly, at
In rooms above the stable 41
were forty sleeping lodgers, who 41
that under the circumstuauee and in the same time crying for help. The
4 were the first to be awakened
view of the fact that
he turned youths then broke and ran.
The pollen were notified at once,
by the noise made oy terrified
state's evidence, he prefers to remain
hut from the meager description given
the prisoner of Klisor Higgy.
horses hemmed In by flames.
4
41
they were able to obtain no trace of
More True Hill to Come.
Rescue of those who escaped
was made with great difficulty.
President Glass, of the telephone tin- bandits.
According to the decompany already has given bonds in scription received they were
litll?
the sum of $0. lino. He will hale to more than boys.
put up $2u.oio mure to retain his liberty. Theodore Halsey has put up
SULTAN SAYS FRANCE
$11. 000 in bunds covering the eleven DELEGATE ANDREWS
indictments previously found against
him. He will have lo put up $l'l. ami
uddit'iun tomorrow.
When Foreman '!'.! er of the grand
TALKS WITH PRESIDENT
E
jury hied the other i.,.lu ttnei.t- - ii
court be stated that these were only
"a partial report from the grand
jui." This is take,, to mean tint
1 1 1
i to The Kveniug Citizen.
IT
more Indictments ale to fo'i .u.
Spei-iir,.
I). C. May
heU'g.ile AiiOreui, again Visited
six or m iimi 17.
today and
the While Hou-- e
Jl itv Mil ; llOI.N.
Pari.-- . May J.V
uu,e tune talking with 4
Tlie Flench minisspent
r.V
T!ie trial
San Francisco Ma
ter at Tangier reports that the sul(ailed at
president
He
the
also
of Mayor Schmitz on the inarge of
tan's representative has promised to
the war department and spent
extortion will be resumed Monday.
a cede to all Flench demands and the
some tune willi the supervising
'
Six Jurors hale already been sworn
de- architect in the treasury
Turkish minister has been instruc ted
to try tile case.
t
partllieut.
negotiate a settlement on a basts
The men indicted f n- bribery by
l:iis fur the federal building
to tile complete a tisfactloii of French
ester ty appeared
the grand jury
at A bU'l Uerque will be
demand.
before Presiding Judge CfT-- i, u the
li'e.l act work will start mi- superior court, to give bail today.
tiled i.l tely fulluwing tile leiting
llocht-nic- r
Club Progrum.
They are:
Patrick Calhoun, presi- 4 of the tolltlarl.
liurhesler. .S. V., May t'u. Today,
The supervising architect said
the clubhouse of the Hoi ilesler Yacht
dent of the United Railroads; Thorlie would be pleased
If New 41 club is opened with a beefsteak dln-- !
to Prescient
nell Mulaliy
Mexico contractor
secured the 4) ner. and the events will be strung
Calhoun; Tlery L. Ford and William
4
contract for this building.
along through the sens, in seas to at'
Abbott, counsel far the United Railroads; Mayor Eugene Schmitz. Lou:
fold a lively time ull along.
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Boise, May 25. At the opening of
the Haywood trial today Judge Wood
granted the state permission to endorse the names of several witnesses
on an Indictment, the defense noting
an exception under a decision of the
supreme court, which held that
the filing of additional witnesses after the trial has begun, is an error
without prejudice.
Attorney Richardson declared the
defense had been unable to locate
many witnesses for the state and had
been Informed by the counsel for the
state that they did not know the addresses of many of their witnesses.
If surprises should develop from
the testimony of these unlocated witnesses, Richardson said, delay might
be looked for.
Id-lh-

Jury Building Continues.
Idaho, May 25. Two more
talesmen qualified as jurors and the
chal14th and 15th peremptory
lenges were expended at Steuenberg
trial this morning.
The state has but two peremptory
challenges left and the defense only
three, so that the completion of the
Boise,

Jury building Is finally In sight.
The defense today challenged Juror John Whit lock, of chair No. 6, and
the state challenged Juror George II.
Mclntyre, of chair No. 1. The latter
had been in the box since the first day
of the trial and was looked upon as
a fixture.
Both the state and the defense
parsed J. K. Tourteloote, an architect
he declared he
of Boise, though
could justify capital punishment only
in time of war and
when society
againiat anarchists
mast pro'.vx-- t
or organizations mat made wur on
society.
In answer to, questions, he said that
he did not mean the Western Federation of Miners, when he referred
to organizations that made war on

llf

--

society.
GOVI

G HIDING
ROR
MITS TO AN

SUB-

San Francisco. May 25. With rebuilding operations almost entlrelv
suspended because of a series of
strikes and with a large majority of
the city officials fighting to keep out
of the penitentiary. San Francisco is
confronted today by a condition bordering upon anarchy.
Mayor Schmitz Is on trial for extortion. Sixteen of the eighteen supervisors are confessed boodlers. The
chief of police, the president of the
board of public work and virtually all
other heads of departments are either
under Indictment for grafting or are
awaiting In dread the time when Randolph Spreckels and Francis J. Ilenev
will swing the grand Jurv drag net
their way. Only the "big stick" w hich
the graft prosecutors are holding over
the indicted supervisors is saving the
city from utter lawlessness.
Some of Prlsro'n Trouble.
Here are a few of the troubles that
beset San Francisco:
Mayor, supervisors and a majority
of the other officials and heads of departments fighting to keep out of the
penitentiary.
Not a street repaired
since the
earthquake and fire of last year.
Not a public building restored, the
city's business being transacted in
frame shacks for which outrageously
high rental is paid on leases signed
by the boodling supervisors.
No effort mude to provide for the
rebuilding of the city on artistic lines
with widened streets or other improvements, which were promised.
r;very resident affected directly or
Indirectly by strikes involving 15,000
men.
Street cars operated In daylight
only and only those from the western
residence district patronized because
of assaults upon passengers in other
sections. A large force of extra police lines each street along which cars
are operated to give semblance of pron
tection to passengers and
crews.
Xo Faith In the Police.
Commercial bodies of the city engaged to watch the police and report
refusuls to make arrests. Also a large
corps of attorneys to prosecute offenders in police courts nnd keep tab upon
police judges. Strike sympathizers,
besides assaulting many passengers,
apply vile epithets to women who rldg
. ..
.
oa.Ciir. ... , .
Laundry workers have been on a
strike two months and bachelors are
doing their own washing.
Breweries closed by strike by employes.
Telephone girls on strike and telephonic communication almost impossible.
Iron workers, electrical linemen and
other unions on strike aud waiters
submit a new schedule of wages.
Alleged attempt by cabal indicted
millionaires to seize reins of city government, by written authority from
Mayor Schmitz.
Tax rate to be Increased 20 cents
on $100 because of extravagant distribution of public funds among favored contractors and other friends of
boodling officials.
These or similar conditions may
continue until the end of the year,
when the present municipal administration will retire from office.
After the Unions Now.
The precipitation of u fearful Industrial struggle In this city Is throwing down the gauntlet to trades unions
by declaring a gigantic lockout of the
thousands of building craftsmen engaged In the work of rehabilitating
San Francisco for a long time hung
in the balance, was decided this afternoon at a meeting of the princp"
builders and contractors and
of the nianufacturv i s. Several speakers declared that the only
solution of the continual Industrial
strife und labor troubles In San Francisco was the "open shop" and urged
immediate IHsht upon the unions, a
"tight to the finish without quarter"
by the cessation of building operations
as far as those In the meeting could
It
employes
until
the
control
would be glad to return to work at
wages that builders and contractors
and other employers could pay without loss to themselves.
deAgitators and the exorbitant
mands of the unions, it wus asserted,
was the cause of the present conditions in San Francisco and the only-wato secure industrial peace wus to
of unionism.
break the "back-bone- "
non-unio-

IMPROVEMENT!!!

SCARCE-

LY TO BE EXPECTED

Patient Is Taking Very Little
Nourishment Doctors Make Pub--

lic

do
Not Point an Immediate
Dissolution.
ns

Statement-Indicatio-

Canton, Ohio, May 25. Mrs.
is gradually sinking and It la
not believed that she can survive
long.
Shortly after 11 o'clock this morning the following bulletin was
by Drs. Porteman, Kyman and
Rlxey:
"Mrs. McKlnley's condition Is less
favorable.
he takes less nourishment. She does not suffer pain and
seems to be resting as comfortable as
possible.
Hoped for Improvement
can scarcely be expected."
It is said, however, that there ar
no Indications of Immediate dissolution.
ey

ed

FLOOD

THREATENS
A MEXICAN

TOWN

El Paso, Tex., May 25. The town
of Seneca, on the Mexican aide of
the Rio Orande, nine- mtles east of
this place, is seriously threatened
with destruction and many families
have abandoned their homes. The
river, which for weeks has been
swollen by melting snow, is rapidly
washing away the ground on which
the town la located. The authorltiea
of the state of Chihuahua have begun
active efforts to save the place, but
success depends entirely upon the
severity of the flood.

.

IM'KUVIKW
Boise, May 25. "My Interest
in
this case against Moyer, Haywood and
Pettlbone Is not a personal one. What
I want, and what I intend to see done
is the granting of exact justice to
thesv men. I am doing my duty us I
seo It, the duty imposed on me by my
position, and I have gone Into this
as I huve everything else I've been
interested in my life with all of
my might."
The square Jaws of the speaker
snapped as he turned his gaze full on
his hearer. It waa Governor Frank
Gooding, of Idaho, talking.
He had
been approached by a newspaper man
while seated In the lobby of the Iduu-h- a
hotel.
Gooding Is known as a hard man.
Stubborn his intimates cull him at
Limes, and he has made many uitter
enemies as well as warm friends.
From boyhood he has been a fighter,
und when he makes up his mind to
take a certain course he seldom deviate from It.
In this talk he was Inclined to refute the charge that he has been actu
ated by Improper motives In his
movements to force the trials of the
accused officers of the Western Federation of Miners, whom, he believes,
plotted the murder of former Govern
or Steuenberg.
His face flushed as
he continued:
"I think we have been more than
fair in our treatment of these men.
Their lawyers are having every opportunity to clear them If they can.
The best man in Ada county, and that
means the best men in Idaho, are on
the venire from which the Jury is
chosen.
"And then again, you newspuper
men must remember we have been
Charged with keeping Harry Orchard
I
in close confinement.
think we
have been fully Justified In that ac- IS COREY DEPRESSING
tion.
".Vow look at the latitude Hawley
and llorah have given the lawyers for
STOCKS INJRETALIATION?
the defense in examining talesmen.
Why, they have been permitted to go
into the entire history of every Jury- Notorious Bridegroom is Piqued Beman called.
cause of Bisiuiwal as President
"I think we are doing more than
of the I lilted State steel
even the defense could ask to Insure
t o4'HH-ulioa fair trial."
Pittsburg, Pa, May 2i W. F..
Corey has tendered his resignation as
BABY
president of the United States Steel
corporation to the ' directors of the
corporation, ami Is unloading
his
DROWNED IN BATH TUB stock on the market to depress values, according to report received by
Pittsburg brokers, it Is understood
that the officials demanded his resigPhoenix. Ariz.. May 25. Hilda nation and Corey is retaliating by
Watson, the eleven month old babe selling his stock. That A. C. IHnkey.
of Kinnia Watson was drowned In a president of the Carnegie Steel combath tub Thursday morning at the pany, has been slated for his position
residence of Mrs. A. J. Stoner on has been rumored for some time. The
Kleventh street in the Brill addition. only thing in the way is
report
The child had been left In charge of that Judge K. H. Gary, new the
chairman
Mrs. Booth, the mother of Mrs Stonof
board, may assume Corey's
er. who intended to raise it. It was place.the
lying on a bed on a porch In the
It is said here that if Dinkey should
rear of the house. Mrs. Stoner, who nut be elevated to the head of the
had Just given it a bath placed it
corporation It will be because of
there and was called to the roadside steel
trouble over steel rails which cropped
in front of the house by Mrs. Broad-brooup
in the last year.
There is no
the matron of the Criltentoii doubt
that many of the rails, which
home.
Mrs. Stoner talked with Mrs.
caused
adverse
by railroads
comment
Broadbrook not more than ten minutes and when she returned to the or me country, were made at the Carporch the babe was not on the bed negie mills over which Mr. IMnkcy
but was Moating in a temporary bat.i-tu- b has control. This was made certain
on the ground at the edge of the when K. H
Harrimau unnounced
porch. It had rolled from the bed openly that hi otticers had asked htm
and along the porch for a distance to call the attention uf the teel corof nearly two feet, into the tub. It poration to tlie l.i.,,l rails tliev were
was apparently lifeless when it was furnishing
found. Mrs. Sioner snatched It from
the water und calling Mrs. Broad-broo- k Huge College Meet ut llinbrl.l-- e.
asked her to call Ir. Hawley.
Cambridge. Mass.. M.i
25.
The
who was attending a patient iii a games of the Intel colleMiate associahouse nearby.
tion
of
the amateur athletics of
The doctor at that moment had a America are attended
participatient under the Influence of an an- pated in by tlie teams ofand
sixteen colaesthetic preparatory to a surgical leges.
operation and could not leave the
The program Is full to the brim,
bedside. He directed that the child and tlio most noted of the collegia
be brought to him. That was done, are here to compete In a list of events
but life was found t'j be extinct. In that comprehends
all the different
the opinion of the dot. tor it was dead kinds that have ever been scheduled
when il wus discovered.
any
one plxce.
,
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WHITE' MINERS

IN

SOUTH
AFRICA

The Government Dispatches
Troops to Scene of
Trouble
Cape Town, May

The dispatch

25.

of a thousand regular troops to Rand,
where white miners are on a strike,

has excited the nhole country.
The primary purpose is to overawe
the Chinese miners should they prove
restless, leaving the police and volunteers to deal with the white miners,
who are displaying brutality in assaults upon strikebreakers and doing
serious damage to property.
Fifty mines are now affected.
f'nvulry Charges Striker.
Johannesburg. May 25. The strikers yesterday inarched on the Croesus
mine with the avowed purpose of attacking the men working there.
The cavalry charged them and they
Med, doing no damage.
NEW

POSTOFFICES

tti)umtttui

Special to The Evening Citizen. 4)
Washington. L). C, May 2 5.
4)
A new pustofflce has been es- tablished at Elkins, in Chaves
county, and George C. Cooper 4
lias been appointed postmaster.
Another postoftlce has also been 41
opened at McLean. Quay county,
4 and Ollle Mcl,euu ha been made
post master.
a

S4T(TTTe-r-

Y

DUKE OF ABRUZZI

LANOSJN NEW YORK
New York. May 23. The Duke of
Abruzzl arrived here today on the
Italian cruiser Varez, the flagship of
the squadron sent to participate in
tlie ceremonies attending the Jamestown exposition.
..
!.. ..i..
The rbiiruhiu
n. ...
c ... ,.
iiiiiuruidtriy
boarded by the Italian consul
general.
v
ana
jiassigiia,
a
"uiii
delegation of
prominent persons.
The Duke is a wel! known Arctic
explorer, his record for "furthest
north" having been beaten only by
Peary.
I
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Somerset. Ky..
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Mercer hotel at Burnside was
destroyed by fif e early today
and Miss Bertha Toombs a tele. &
phone operator, was burned to a
ueath.
Thirty guests, who were asleep a
in the hotel were rescued unin- jured.

MttiiUIUIiltli
TORNADO

KILLS THREE
NEAR

FORT WORTH

a
Fort Worth. Texas. May 2C.
a A destructive tornado U report- ed to have struck a section uf
4 tlie country about four mi!
a north of here. Tin re pel son

a
a
a
e

aeaeeeeeee
a are reported ki!!ei

4
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Advertisementsi
y Classified
iu:i.p wwTEi).

PERSONAL, PROPERTY

If thut is your
crying need, a want ad in The
Evening Citizen's went rolumn will
assure you tf plenty of employes.
WANTED.
WANTED &uman familiar with
dry grinds line", must speak Spanish: specify salary; reference!! refill roil
HiXlvJSoe"rroJVt:
Tu . v'V." TT Tin orders bv the week in
nicely
private family: B.U8 ha."
Apply
furnished room for rent.
ilim. Jobson, 305 North Edith.
by boy 17 year?
WANTED Position clothing
or drug
old, in grocery,
Address "K. Ii," Citizen
store.

HELP WANTED

fiffW.

wanting siyliali
WrtM 1H
millinery rnd dressmaking, call on
.ortn SecondViss Crane. 612
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
'Phone 941
tlcps wanted.
Laiiii'S

WA.MtU

uentleman--

s

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 1
and aa high as J 200. Loans an
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
iee Us before borrowing:.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
'
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
303 Vi West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Furniture,

Pianos,

..

aecona-han- d

EVENING

svri i.imy. may

CITIZEN.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
One 50 foot lot on High Street in
Highlands
$300
Three lots corner Hill and Tijeras $600
Four lots between Second and
Third, Coal Avenue
$1400
Three lots between Second and
$!30u
Third on Lead Avenue
Undivided half interest in 3 lots
$ 800
corner Silver and Fifth

M P.

1
tiii;v

stables, Seagram, Hyment.

HOW Tlll'.Y STAND
.National l.rngiii .
Won. Lost. Pet.
25

Yolk

Philadelphia
Pittsburg

SA M M

Boston

Cincinnati
St

.

6

5

7

17
15
13

12
12
18
20
23
23

10

I,uis

Brooklyn

Kirktleld
candisouth and east
dates from the
it would not be surprising If the Buf-- I
falo Derby sends the best three-yearold field of the year to the post. Two
or three derby winners ur Included
in the list, together with some of the
Iwst tried of the year, while but few
of the really high class
of last season will be missing from the
competition.
A glance through the stake entries
in general will convince the reader
that Buffalo should witness some fine
sport. Practically every nominal ion
is in active training at the present
time and applications for stableroom,
made at this early date, go to show
that horsemen meant business when
1hcy entered, and that the list is free
from the complimentary entry.
Manager Joseph A. Murphy has announced the following order for the
running of the stake events:
Saturday, June 15, the Buffalo Der-i

American
Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at Chicago.
Boston at St. Louis.

New

Fl

the leading
'and others, withwest,

Natlonnl 1 online.
Boston ;U ,'i'v l'.ilk.
Brooklyn Ht Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
Chicago at Cincinnati.

Chicago

iot.

flint the Indications are for n race
of unusual lntert'st. In fact, grouping,
as it does; the best of the Canadian

toiy

play

..

A

of--'

BASE BALL
w 111:111:

2.--

.X06

."SI
.5S6

.55
.419
.333
.2X1
.233.

by.

American IacuO.
clothing. No. BIS South First PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Tuesday, June
the Clinton.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Thursday, June 20, the on'. arid
street, south of viaduct. Send ad1(1
Chicago
.
.677
21
2 !,
Saturday,
Sweeney,
the Whirlpool,
June
dress and will call. R. J.
21
12
.636
LAWYERS.
'leveland
Tuesday, June 25 the Bison City.
proprietor.
IIS
.600
12
tetrolt . .
Thursday, June i27, the Iro.ninls.
13
.526
15
New York
WANTb.6 People who want sonie-thinIra M. Bond.
Saturday, June 9. the Haplds.
16
.467
14
Philadelphia
to advertise in The Citizen's
AT LAW. It F.8U.
Monday, July 1. the Dominion (to
ATTORNEY
.375
20
12
but
cost
few
lines
St.
A
Louis
want column.
later.)
W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
19
.367 close
11
Boston
a few cents but bring returns an N.
Tuesday, July 2. the Toronto.
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
9
.321
19
Washington
hundred fold.
Thursday,
July 4, the Independence.
patents, trade marks, claims
JoO composl-to- r letter
Saturday, July 6, the Cataiact.
WANTED Position
man.
1).
11.
I.nigiic.
W.
Western
Bryan.
Tuesday. July 9. the Lockpot t.
in good office. First class
Won. Lost. Pet.
Thursday, July 1, the Mohawk.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
Don't drink and can give best of
I)es
12
.600
IS
Moines
Would
family.
Saturday, July 13, the International.
of
Man
i
que,
references.
N. M. Office,
Nation
First
.576
19
14
maha
al.
prefer to work under contract.
building.
Bank
15
.556
12
Denver
City,
Tuesday, July 16, the Leather Stock
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan
13
16
.552 lng.
Lincoln
E. W. Dobaon.
La. State salary when writing.
12
IS
.400
City
Sioux
Thursday, July 18, the Hamilton.
LAW.
Offlee
ATTORNEY
AT
WANTED To buy live teams or ten Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N.
21
10
.323
Pueblo
Saturday, July 20, the Genesee.
it
single driving horses; must be
Horses are already arriving at the
M US.
sound and city broke. Bring aniV I ;s'!T II IDA Y S
DENTISTS.
reports Supt. Clark Judd. Sam
track,
712
rear
of
stable,
Clarion's
to
mals
has nine on the ground in
ltzarus
West Tijeras avenue, between 11a.
league.
National
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
charge of Trainer Stringer and there
K.
m and 2 p. m.( and after 5 o'clock
It.
II.
At
New
York
enough
are
others to run the total up
Dental Surgeon.
1
7 13
p. m.
Boston
bit.
At the close of the Toronto
Rooms 2 and 8, Barnett building
3
5
13
New York
meeting it is expected that there will
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phorn
Soaps, Nail
Bath Brushes,
SALESMEN WANTED.
Batteries Flaherty mil Needham:
not a few shipments from the
No. 744. Appointments made by mal.
Scissors,
Ferguson
and
Taylor
Ames,
Manicure
Brushes,
Wiltse,
ill
Woodbine,
experienced
track, while others will go
Salesman,
WANTED
werma n.
from the Ontario Jockey club meetanyq line to sell general trade in
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Corn Plasters, Com Files,
E.
H.
H.
Philadelphia
At
specialty
ing to that at the Blue Bonnets track
New Mexico; unexcelled
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
Offlct
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
0
. . 6
8
Brooklyn
35 hours, 9 a. m.,
Montreal.
proposition, commission with
to 12:30 p. m.; 1:11
5
6
. . 3
Waters
Toilet
Powders,
1'hiladelphia
Talcum
O
weekly for expenses. The Contin5 p. m.
m.
to
Ap
phones.
Both
Butler;
ami
Scanlon
Batteries
ental Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. Ohio. pointments made by mall.
Etc, Etc
SPOIMTNti Ntn i.s.
Dooin.
and
Lush
WANTED Capable salesman to covThe bill goes on at length to say
New York, May 25. The nature of
It. H. K.
At Pittsburg
Dahlen, of the New York tiinnts.
er New Mexico with staple line,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
charges made by Mrs. Howard that Mrs. clould's footsteps were dog- Pittsburg
0
7
3
the
monthhas taken a new lease of life. He
$100
with
high commissions
(Jould In the bill of particulars in ged for years by detectives in the
Homeopathic
6
0
Physician
Surgeon
and
incinnntl
i
ly advance, permanent position to
her divorce suit has been made pub- employ of her husband, and that he
Leever. dibson and is batting at a .300 clip.
Occidental Life Building. TelaHiitterlcs
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., De- phone
had her private mall opened and Smith;
lic here.
Mason
Schlel.
Hall,
and
886.
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Hugo Kelly and Jack Sullivan only
troit. Michigan.
read on many occasions. He also
The first allegation in the bill is!
got ISiO each from their draw light
DR. 11. L. 1IUS1.
to procure
is "not a fit per- - "employed
Could
Howard
that
league
Ainci'lmn
MEN WANTED.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
son to live with, because or his per- - evidence against me and people to
It. II. E. at Los Angeles.
At St. Louis
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
3
5
In support of this swear falsely." the bill continues.
. 0
sonal habits."
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
St. Louis
day. If you are looking for a Job Frequency
Clarke Griffith is disappointed over
coninor
an alleged
0
9
4
It then tells
there are a number of alleged
Boston
Electrical
Current
and
nut a want ad in The Evening Citi
his failure to get Pitcher Moore from
Mr.
spir.icy
cer
between
Gould
and
in which Uotilil "has shown
O'Connor;
stances
and
Powell
Batteries
do
Germicide.
given
Treatment
will
cacn
zen's want column and it
leveland, or Dlneen from Boston.
in the detective bureau Young and Criger,
that he is an unfit person to live tain officials
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
the rest.
of this city "lo blacken and defame'
with."
H. H.
Cleveland
At
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
No wonder the New Yorok Nation
Gould,
Mrs.
of
and that Cleveland
8
. . . 3
The next charge is abandonment. the character
FOIl KENT.
als are winning. They accepted 149
. . .
0
Mis. Gould states that her husband when she became aware of this he Philadelphia
UltON'SO.N
&
DRS.
ltltONSON,
light
FOR KKNT Three rooms for
deserted her In July last, and that tried to escape by procuring "Big
Khoades and Bemls; chances in a row without a wobble.
Batteries
Homeopaths.
housekeeping.
408 North Second
since September last he has not con- liill" Hawley to bring a "fake" suit- Plank and Schreck.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
way.
$250,against
claiming
Course It was coming Hugo Kel
any
street.
Gould
In
support
Howard
to
her
tributed
It II.
At Detroit
Office and residence, 628.
ly and Jack Sullivan
have been
1
9 18
This Is alleged as the third count on ooo.
brick house
Detroit
FOR RENT Four-rooDR.
F.
J.
PATCI1IN.
June 7 is the date.
"The purpose of this." says the bill Washington
5
4 matched again.
2
the ground fpreo.uesting a permaclose In, 115. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Physic-InSurgeon.
and
public
to
alimony.
sentiment
create
"was
nent separation villi
Batteries Donovan and Schmidt;
Room 10. Armljo building.
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office
Bell, the twirling recruit landed by
"Cruel and inhuman treatment," is against Mrs. Gould. In connection Kitson and Hey don.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house nours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8
"Big
Patsy Dflnovan from the Altoona,
regarding
Building,
In
Cor.
the
accusations
with
the
item.
alleged
as
Llfo
the
fourth
Occidental
Chicago: New
At
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South
m. Phones, ofllce 4 41. residence
says
bill
he
Hawley
says
Bill"
Gould
Pa team, is making good with the
the
that
that "Mr.
specification she
game postponed; wet grounds.
Railroad Ave. and ttroadway.
Broadway.
695.
Brooklyns.
brought shame ami humiliation to me tried to sell the story of the suit to
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
by openly consorting with other wo- several newspapers anil finally did
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Western l'iicuo.
wnen your animals are sick you
Jim Jeffries has been refused a
It. II E
two blocks south of postofflce; with
At Pueblo
men." The names of the women to sell it to one. Kspeclnl stress is laid
upon
ft
by
surgeon.
neea
given.
Mrs.
Gould
good
a
this
Mrs.
T.
10 10
license to run a saloon in Los Ange
veterinary
are
not
board.
or without
Ca
whom she refers
John
Sioux Citv
up the old reliable. Phone No. 641.
5
4 les,
3
because there are already too
ston, 507 South Second street.
Pueblo
Batteries Williams and Sheehan; many saloons in the block in which
FOR" RENT Room In Highlands,
UNDERTAKER.
he wanted to locate.
Hatch and Smith.
with private family. No invalids
It. It. K.
At Des Moines
need apply. Mrs. J. W. Hllliard, Auto, phone 816.
Colo., Red 111
4 13
0
Does it pay to fake? Jack O'Brien
lies Moines
202 North Edith.
A. BORDERS.
2 is reported
6 14
to be worth half a mil
Omaha
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, In Commercial Club building.
lion.
But what chance has he to
Sporer
Shannon
Blast
and
Batteries
nice, airy house, with board if de
enjoy It?
or White hearse. It.
McNeeley anil (londtivg.
game
sired. Only one half block from
At Denver: Denver-Lincol- n
building.
Apply Mrs.
ARCHITECTS
Library
postponed; wet grounds,
The Chicago building commissioner
Chess, 124 South Edith.
Is on the trail of the White Sox grand
W. Spencer. Rooms
F.
7
Bar
AsMK'iutioii.
Amcriciiil
He fears It is not substantial
stand.
Newly
furnished
out'
FOR RENT
; Kansas
Albuquerque. N. If
St. Paul
At St. Paul:
ly built.
aide rooms, modern bath, half nett building,
8.
City
phones.
4)1
ock from Railroad avenue. "The Both
Milwaukee-Minn- e
At Milwaukee:
Racing will be restored at Hot
Second
114 'i North
Granada,"
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ariolis game postponed: rain.
Springs. Ark., next season. The state
street.
Three drifts are driving on the vein to le loaded into cars for transpor- 2; Tole
Columbus
At
Columbus:
legislature has experienced a change
in the Valley shaft of the Lucky, tati 'li to the smelter at this point.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Most Important Engagement cut
of heart.
The Valley shaft, of course, is the do At6. Indianapolis:
says the Orogranile limes, inc units
Indianapolis
rooms, near business center; rates
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
run east, west and northwest, and deeper one of the two It is bottomed Louisville 5.
Sixth and West Oold avenue.
Corner
reasonable.
in the History of AlSeems kind of funny, but when the
are in ore. This body of mineral is something like 16o feet lower than
Railroad. Apply at rear.
Pittsburg Pirates are defeated by
all of twenty feet in width, and in the old one. Through it the principal
Browns will cross Boston, live
Alhunueroue
The
buquerque
help at the
house, fur
FOR RENT Five-rooEUREKA!
ores of the Lucky group, it is ex bats on the Traction park field on funeral.
opening it. the mine makes constantnished: also rooms for light house
Yes, I Have Found It at Last.
Vet ted, will be lifted to the surface.
showing
ly
water
more
more
and
Cen
day
Fe
Santa
with
the
Memorial
keeping; nicely located In the High.
Found what? Why that Chamber'
All the ore shoots pitch to the flat tral team. What Santa Fe has in
the proximity to the sulphide zone of
(iene Hlldcbrand is back in the
lands. Apply H. E. Rutherford Iain's Salve cures eczema and all
from the north, each and west, and tlie wav of a ball team is a mystery
ore.
saddle
517 Broadway.
al Oakland. Cnl. He was set
manner of Itching of the skin. I
Moor
the
somewhere
of
beneath
the
games
work
old
the
The second level of the
the
down in the early spring for a suet r
basin, under the water which is now but judging from
FOK RENT Nice, airy, furnished have been arnicted for man:' years
Kosbeing
is
ings
l.ucky
putting
driven
of
at
the
UP
been
Browns base
ide on Aaron J.
to the surface, it well
rooms, with modern bath, by the with skin disease. I had to get up
through
When daylight being pumped
the hill.
the locals are as good as any
day or week; all outside rooms three or four times every night and
ill al the north end, it will lie makes up again, possibly in a great team in the southwest.
comes
Seems funny that as good a player
perhaps in a big lelise but
block east of the Al wash with cold water to allay the
one one-haon a level with the collar of the Val-- i deposit
Jim lelehanty can t stay In tne
new terrible itching, but since using this
level, which w1IJ at any rate. Mime place, and the idei
a little aa
boys
are
varado
hotel: everything
ley shiifl
ball
This
Morlartv
The
this shaft is to ascertain at what sore at the treatment received from game. His benching by Manager
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad salve In December, 1805,. the itching
become a tunnel. Is to he con- of
then
The
And
the ore Is located. And while the KstaiH'la team last Sunday, says McAleer is said to be due to Jim's
has stopped and has not Troubled me.
avenue.
verted Into an avenue through which point
of driving on the vein men
Elder John T. Ongley. Rootvllle.
Morlarty Messenger. A game had bad disposition.
to move the ore from the Valley' the work
FOR RENT Light, airy well-fu- r
diamond drilling op tlie
COMPANY
tinned
MANHATTAN
fair and souare to be
shaft to the bins on the south side erationsproceeds,
been
nished rooms for rooming or light Pa. For saU bv all druggists.
They have the right spirit, those
steadily, to locale i, lavedmatched
here that day and the night
of the hill, from which point it is' new ore continue
housekeeping.
All rooms open
Incy Keds.
T.hey are beseeching
present
bodies,
at
unknown
of
boys sent up word
Direction
'
HAIR
Kstancia
DRESSER
AND
the
before
CHIROPO
lng on the outside.
Price, 81 per
to go after Jake Weimer,
to the company, with the idea
Herrmann
boys
be
not
Our
here.
would
thev
that
up.
DIST.
Minneapolis House
week and
Harrison Grey lM.ske
driving to them in the shortest pos had worked hard all week to get the so the club will make a better snow
A. T. Devore
524 South Second.
course.
diamond In proper shape and had ail ing.
Mrs. Bambini, at tier parlors. No
Complexion, sible
Proprietor.
Good
At the present tlifie, fuel Is arriv- vertised
Presenting
the game pretty thoroughly
209 West Railroad avenue, Is pr
every
ing
smelter,
and
effort
the
for
They have a man by the name of
EMPIiOYMENT.
and were much disappointed at the
Beauty.
pared to give thorough scalp treat
and
opening
Health
bending
hurry
to
is
of
the
Hestor over at Roswell who knows
of Lstancia.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
tlie plant at the earliest possible mothe game of base ball. Hestor Is the
The Citizen's want column will fur bunions and ingrowing nails. Sht
ment, he smelter is practically reauy
coach at the military Institute and an
nlsh you a quick and ready moans gives massage
commence
to
work.
A lbuiUiriue
OR
Eyes
Clear
MltHxdl.
athlete.
Ily
treatment and man!
of securing it at a minimum ex
PASO HAS NEW
There remains, of course, the track
ought to find u place for him for Ui
Pure Complexion
pendlture. Put a want ad In The curing. Mrs. Bambini's own pre para
works
and
ihe
between
the
reduction
summer at least.
Citizen today and be at work tomor lion or complexion cream builds u;
Seat sale opens Saturday, May 25th,
Lucky to be placed in repair, and the
Sweet Breath
row.
the skin and improves the complex at 8 a. in.. Prices il.tiu, i.tu anu
switchback tracked al the Lucky ore
BALL
TEAM
BASE
Tongue
It is up to the Albuiiieniue
Clean
will be
ion,, and is guaranteed not to be In $2.00; Boxes $2.50 and $3.00.
bins and then everything
FOR SALE.
'
Browns to take a special correspond
Nerves
Calm
only
require
ready.
will
then
that
It
prepares
a hal
Jurious. She also
in tne
ence course in base running.
A Ford runabout auto
fOH SALE
the bins shall be tilled, and the tires
Cood Temper
and prevent dan
second game with Bosweil both M"- mobile. Call at Albuquerque Auto tonic that cures falling
started,
to bring about the condition
'
City
Play
Will
Pa
in
were
ofr
lbii.iiorii'
taught
Lassater
and
druff and hair
Donald
out: restori
Eat a Cascaiet whenever you suspect for which all are waiting.
mobile Co.
Juno 1 and 2! Some ;immI SmiiI
Accordbases when balls were bit.
to dead hair; remove
mole
need it. Carry a little lCc Emergency
you
FOR SALE Fine Chlckering Bros. life
X'licdnlcil.
ing to the Roswell paper the Brown
lNti A HOI'vl..
piano, very cheap. Apply upstulrs warts and superfluous hair. Also
box constantly with you, in ycur P.:tre or
ies took a balloon ascension in th
powder, a freckle cure and plru
A company headed by Vic B. An
over
Flltrelle's
furniture store face
game witn the cade s.
VIA
Pocket.
pie cure and pile cure. All of the.
It is something of
trick to sh
park second
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
ball
as
.
leased
the
base
has
In rse at all: it is a wmk i f art to
a
park
Washington
preparations
are
purely
vegetablt
at
race
you
do
need
one?
track
and
When
furniture,
FOR SALE Household
shoe him will.
from the street railway company for MANY PEOPLE HERE
cooklngti utensils, etc.; all first compounds. Have Just added a vt
When your Tongue is d
horse hoei' is ini- - this season and will organize a hi
of
Th
work
the
.
machine
being
for
oi
treatment
brator
four
class,
used less than
His function s great. Tlie class has ball team.
When you hive Heartburn. Ee'.ching portant.
Manager An
Aprly 307 scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
months: very cheap.
t!;rieiicy of a horse de petids largely dreas Is in communication
with
Acid Risinps in Throat
North Sixth street, any time.
Is also used for rheumatism, pln
ou Ule maimer in whic h lie Is shod. number if good ball nlavers and ex
GREATLY BENEFITTED
new and massage.
When Pimples befln ta peep c-- t.
FOR SALE One seven-rooif he
shod badly or IKlseieiitilical- pects to have them here soon, say
brick house, furnished complete
iy
right,
is
likely
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Toilet Accessories

"He Is Not a Fit Person to Live With.
He Abandoned Me Cruel and In
human Treatment" Says
the Complaint.
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Easy Money For New York's

List Compiled May

k

Teetotalers.

EIGHT

ach

IUiilding.

19ft, 000.00

4th and Gold

Itom.

Centra! Avenue, be

terrace.

4th and

four houses.

S"jj-ble-

7

l!cv'n Thompson.)

H

Garcia rtuilding.
North 3rd Street, two
basement 100x100 feet
J. Liieb, residence, 2nd and New York Avenues, 10
1. Weinman, residence, Copper Avenue, between
Streets
W. 11. Whitney, residence, 302 South Walter Street
Congregational Mission, south of city
W. II. Booth, residence, 701 West Coal, six rooms
Armory for X. M. N. G. Money for Armory has
priated, the city to furnish site
311-13--

K

their

sleeves.
The cause of this condition of affairs, so painful 'to teetotalers, is a
matter of punctuation in the text of
the Sunday law. The legislation in
regard to the exposure of saloon In-

1

New-Yor-

New-Yor-

long-winde-

I

-

thumb. while lie Is moving the fingers.
"Why, sure. 1 can do that." h.? will
say. And then he will triumphantly
nccomplish the feat at the first trial.
You pretend to watch closely t see
that he is observing the ruls you
lave laid down about keeping the
thumb rigid. When he has succeeded, you say: "Well, you did that all
right, so 1 guess you can squeeze a
lemon."

NATIONAL

stories and
rooms.

30, 000.00

IS 000.00

10.000.00
10 ooo.oo
10. 000.00

7th and S'h
10. 000.00
10, 000.00
s. 000.00
s. 000.00

been appro-

.noo.no

FQRESTSi

The
the refi

cas'"l. .tn.i

nf slum

flats, Marble Avenue.

8.000.00

Kurr and Company, modern slaughter house, south of city
O. Hachechl, residence, North 2nd, between Grand Avenue and
Marquette, 9 rooms

5,000.00

P.

l

ug.

Chulhiurne, resilience,

O.

ARE

NOT

OVER

6

rooms

4,000.00
4,000.00

Frank Ackerman, Forrester Place, two houses, 5 rooms each....
Name withheld by request, residence, western part of town, seven

600.00

Avenue

The verv best investment in the city

4,000.00

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

000.00

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month
No Interest. No Taxes.

500.00

Illock, corner Third street and

Cen-

500.00

Balling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
Jones, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
and Copper Avenue, 7 rooms
L. H. Ingley, residence, 91S North 2nd Street, 5 rooms
N. Framton, residence. North High Street, & rooms . ..
John T. Snow bridge, residence, Forrester Place, 5 rooms

Remember Wo Will Only Sell
Lots at These Prices.

S. X.

Total

000.00
,000.00
,300.00
,900.00
,300.00

country for years, but who had never
been able to make a strike.
The Kosenftelds backed him for
less than f2
and may become milThey have
lionaires.
of
eight claims, which they have already
located. The gold assays about $700
to the ton, according to private Information which A. Hosentleld has
'
obtained.

Itching, torturing skin eruptions,
distigure. annoy, drive one wl.d.
loan's Ointment brings quick relief
and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
drug store.
1

OFFICE,

ROOM

9,

CROMWELL

,1

FREE AUTOMOBILE TO THE PROPERTY

Cfaai. Mellnl, ffecrvtarj!
O. BtchecM, Treumrez.

Consolidated ' Liquor Company

New arrivals for the week: Brussels and velvet carpets. Thirty new
patterns of rockers to select from at
Futrelle's Furniture Emporium.

Successors to

MELINI A EAKIN, and

ACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

'l.

nxcii

THE TROUT SEASON

OPEN

-

.

THE VALL15Y RANCH

The Hollenbcck Hotel

bald-heade-

M. MANDELL
Announces the Arrival of Advance
STYLES

he-gi-

The St. Elmo

12

FINE

EXCURSION

odds the smartest creations
man's Wear, that
be evidence
this spring

...T-

Colorado

Ha-cin-

Every Woman

You are cordially invited to
the "nifty" models suits and
overcoats at a price range of

Aber-croinb-

MBSmT

ie

I

clt-ai-i

$15.00 to $35.00

WILL
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valuable ir. :'ir:nation mailed free.
THE C;:vC:..l!) KtClUIOR CO., Atlanta.
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Waste Land

.
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Ilifwrry

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

Standard Plumbing & Heatino Go
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Kohn Brothers,
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WHOLCmALK DKALKR0 IM
Piles get quick and certain relief
After a heavy meal, take a couple
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment. of Doan's Hegulets, and give your
Must
Wear
Poodle
Please note it is made alone for Piles, Ktomuch, liver and bowels the help
One of New York's pampered pooand its action is positive and certain. they will ned. Hegulets bring easy,
dle dogs will have to wear a wig Special Permits Are Made In Itching, painful, protruding or blind regular passages of the bowels.
Wt kttp evrythlng la Hook to outfit tho
piles disappear like magic by its use.
for the balance of his natural lit".
Mis name is "Baby Boy," and he is
Large nickel-cappe- d
most fsttldlou bar eomploto
glass Jars 60c
Southwest ForestsSmall Sold
AT VANX'S
m'FFAiiO
the pet of Miss Ida Sheehan, who
by all dealers.
NHW FOUNTAIN.
been appointed excluelve agenti In th Southwed fop Jm. .
Hv
lives at 214 Park place.
It is all
Fees Scarcely Felt by
Schllt. Wm. l.emp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
the result of nr. accident.
Green River, 'V. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
While the family was asleep the
Stockmen.
other night "Baby Boy" was restarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous ts mention,
lessly roaming the lower part of the
house.
As he daintily stepped Into
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
IS NOW
the library a sudden draught slamBut tell the straight article as received by us from the best
Washington.
D. C, May 25.
Uerles,
That
med the heavy door shut, pinning government control of the range
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call sad lnsseet esj
him to the jam. The poodle's yells lands of the national forests Is beneStock
Prices,
or
and
write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prise Wet.
We- now operate the Pecos Hunch (formerly ttm SMirks ranch)
aroused the butler, who found the ficial to the stockmen in the west is
Issued to dealers only.
(it the lieaduaters of tho JVco
dog in a bad way. His mistress was evidenced by the Increase of sentiriver, .' where we can
Armstrong,
guests.
fifteen
aroused and Dr. Andrew
ment In favor of the present svstem
We can accomnifMlate tueiity-fiv- c
guests at Tito Valley Kanch.
of the New York Veterinary hospital, ot administration.
W ill send our wagons to meet any train ut (.lorleta. If notified by letwas called. He arrived at a full galsay
Stockmen
prevention
the
that
lop and took "Baby Boy" to the hoster or telegraph. Are ireMirel to curry comfortably pintle) of any
overgrazing
and overcrowding
pital. There it was discovered that of
number to any and all iolii(s) on the river. Write for rates.
has been made possible by
A. C. BILICKE nnd JOIIJT S. MITCHELL invite their friends to make
Telegrams addressed to lis at
Address letters to Pecos. X. M.
tho poodle was suffering from a de- which
regulation has resulted In Improved
pressed fracture of the skull, and an stock
t.loricta will be telephoned to us without delay.
Xew Mexico headquarters at
larger
and
therefore
profits.
upon.
was
determined
operation
condition of the ranges In the
"Baby Boy's" skull was trepanned The
jj
ImIs
being
national
forest
rapidly
and a piece of bone an Inch wide by proved and range controversies which
an inch and a quarter long was re- caused so much trouble
the
moved. The opening was then seal- old system are now almost under
;i thing of
Los Angeles, California
ed with a gold plate.
past.
the
The valued poodle Is on the road
money
by
course,
amount
The
paid
will
of
out
recovery,
to
he
but. of
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and
d
poodle for the the stockmen in the small grazing fee
remain a
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
term of his natural existence. Miss is usually repaid many times over
Sheehan announces that at the sug- In Increased receipts through the betbetter than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
gestion of a friend she will have a ter condition of stock when sent to
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
wig made specially for "Baby Boy." market.
who will soon be out of the hospital.
SiM'cial I'sc Permits.
The following special use permits
have been grunted on national forWcutlier Discourages Society.
Kvidently dispairing of a permanent ests:
change in the weather, society has
Black Mesa To George Balke, of
SPRING
Alma. N. M.. 3:u acres of land for
forced the season, and begun its
Finest Whiskies
to he country. The dance given pasture purposes.
by Mrs. August Belmont at HempMontezuma To John Wilkins and
in
i
stead on the evening prior to the Fred P.. Wilkins, of Taeoma, Colo.,
Wines, Brandies. Etc. j
opening of Belmont park proved a permit to construct.
maintain
and
r
DAtHTDTT
social success, and like all the enter- use a wagon road for the convenience
tainments at Meadow Brook. was of logging and bringing supplies.
Hell Gate ( Knst I To A. K. Deardelightfully Informal. All the bouses
SAMPLE A NO
in that part of the country are now born, of Philipsburg. Montana, 3.0
l
West Railroad Avenue
0
CLUB ROOMS
open, and will remain the center of acres of land for pasture purposes.
CLOTHES FOR MEN
August, when
Santa Barbara T. W. F. Krwin. of
social gayety unt1
everyone will go to the mountains or Surrey. California. 16 acres of land
for agricultural purposes.
seashore.
Klamath To David Cuddihy. of
it requires some steadfastness of
MEN AND WOMEN.
purpose to brave these cool days, as Haw kinsville, California, two acres
LLUfcsO
Cm Biff ft for un natural
society is doing, but the women con- for cultivation.
r
ft stefm.
disKhkrtfM.taflanimiatiuua,
I
la
to
tinue o turn out in thin spring gowns,
Santa Barbara To ('. S. Iove and
ITMUS
or
trritatiuni
MftotSJfv.
By all
ami manage to look handsome and Davis Love, of Nutrioso, Arizona. 40
of mucous tuambranaa.
in GentlePretssa Csalaarlaav
P.inlM tnn tint utrm.
Biding and acres of land for pasture purposes.
apparently comfortable.
Co.
Ch6mical
Ivans
Ithi
font or pouonuui.
driving parties are the order of the
will
in
OINCIIIKtaOfl SMtld hy DnnUU,
day, and if the costumes are not
Oor
samples
mni 'n plain wrapper.
Free
a
of
"Preventtcs
and
i.e..
It is the weathsuited to the weather
prepaid, fur
B I tr 00. xprma,
booklet on Colds will be gladly mailor a bottlea 2Jb.
Trkf
er's fault. ( me thing Is sure, the ed
si
you
e,
by
request,
on
Dr.
Shoop,
S K Circular awt an ntuuMt.
costumes are being worn, ami the
Is., simply to prove merit. Preto
owners manage
conceal their venttcs.
are
Candy
little
Cold
Cure
shivers.
Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative,
nothing harmful whatever. Preventics
lime Weldings.
name Implies
And Principal Eastern Points
June is to have as many weddings prevent colds as the
come in audjin-spec- t
it inw rtBtei ana tnoaia know
as did April. The wedding craze Is when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
about the wouUerful
Stage."
a
cold
Gripor
seated
For
La
thinning the ranks of this year's deKARVELWhirling Spray
in
butantes, one of the early marriages pe, break It up safely and quickly
Its DsW Vaar aa I SjrrWffa.
Mi i ronvtn
ir
is that of Miss Florence Allele Sloan, with Preventics. Sold by all dealers.
lent, it
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
On Sale Doifv
Douglas Sloan, to Mr. James
TOUT driikf Jilt for It.
Asa
be
Burden, Jr.. which is to
SMALL
If ti cnn t ui juf til
M K 11 V t I..
celebrated in Trinity church. Lenox.
T't no
ut tint- 'nit aninl auaiiiT fur
June 1st to Sept. 30th
Another June bride will tie Miss Mara!H. It arlVM
i.n.l
ion Slocuni Kicketson, who is to be
iiatrtiMj tr aii.l lirrct'-tusin.
MAY MAKE MILLIONS
t flla. M tl Kl, i 0
married on June 12 to Mr. Thomas
.lewett Hallowell. Miss Uicketsor. is
via
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Kicketson, of New Bedford. Mass. J. inky
y
Strike
of
Miner
Bucked
A
The groom is a New Yorker.
Ia- -s Than SJOO.
wedding that attracted attention this
TO
BE
YOU
IT
week was celebrated
last Tuesday,
The above head and the dispatch
when Miss Mary Iifferts. daughter following
was clipped from a Topeka.
YOU
NOT BE URGED TO BUY
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall C. Lani-ntsKansas, paper:
became the bride of Mr. Hemv Kiwie,,
May "1. Abe I'.oseii-tieLeavenworth.
of Philadelphia.
and his loot her from St. Joseph,
left last night for Albuquerque. N.
Tin: COLOItAIX) N'.Vl'IOAYi CO.
M.. In response to a telegram from
I.IFI: ASSlllANCK SOC1KTY. his brother there. J. C. Boseiitiell.
t
AllllOIIIIIH-Ulfll"An old line" Insurance company, containing
the information that a
with ample capital, solid, conservaman they had grubstaked had struck
;l
tive, progressive. Writes liberal con- It rich. The Albuquerque papers deAlbuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
tracts of Insurance and Investment. void several
columns to a write-u- p
Having acquired an Interest In the
Prewitt & Prewitt. Managers, Com- of tin- strike. The
was a
R. . MALL. Rroprlotor
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
mercial Club building.
colored mm who had been in the
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftcompany, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
Low rates, long limit, tickets acings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
future have charge of the mechanical
Fronts (or Buildings.
Limited and all other
instal-- I cepted on
to
and
the
attend
Is to love children, and no home
.
r
Rtpmlro on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpaolalty
plumbing and heating trains. Call at tickt office and ws
all
latlon
of
Albuquerque. N. at.
9 Foundry east side of railroad track.
will plan your trip back east. W
can be completely happy with; work entrusted
to this company.
O
are all going. Why no", you?
out them, yet the
sK)OS3aOSK)SOS0y3SQOeKCO
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BLDG.

Opposite First National Bank.

3. D. Eakln, Preildeot
Q. Qloml, Vlc Pmlden.

n
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University Heights Imp. Co.

$555,100.00
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HEIGHTS

6. 000.00

residence, North 11th Street, 8 rooms
E. W. Fee. residence, 614 West Coal Avenue
Michael, two stories, South Second Street, between Atlantic and
,
Pacilic Avenues

tral

UNIVERSITY

,000.00

G. Sanchez,

rooms
Improvement on Kosenwald

Way

Under

!

O

"t Si..::

FJow

6
room flats
Central Avenue, two stories; name and location

Store bull
withheld

two-thir-

ordeal through
which the expectant mother
r
must pass usually is so full of suffering;,
tlleli hi- danger and fear that she looks forward
I V If H M El ll II K . to the critical hour with apprehension
Ci.me. gentlemen." be Slid.
T
aftert..!d ca We couldn't g
Vi 61 UJi fl
adand dread. Mother's Friend, bv its pene
is port f.xe. C
i.lV,
,11,
h.
trating and soothing- properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
place."
all unpleasant feeling;?, and so prepares the system for the
e
(..m.
New York llus
It is ordeal that she passes through
New V'iIk has a low one
a
v:rla':i.:i of a gag thai ..is nowthe event safely end with but
beo.d tile St.le of
iiy. but il catches many victims nnd
little suffer iny, as numbers have
m..kes tilt m look f iolish for the moment.
testified and said, "it is worth
.u liana ..ut w itli lingers
Hold
in goll." ?!.) ;nr
.mil tliu.i.n .:!, n le
its
the u
c'oic
,q. W It
e
o'( lo k."

A. W. Anson,

M.

23 000.00

liullding. office and stores, (.'upper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd, two stories and b isenient 5a.142 feet; approximate
cost

The l vie
l"il"r.i 1n Is working to over-rum- p
this defect In the law. and will
undoubtedly win its point. l!ut meantime the faloons are dolus a llourish-Ini- r
business on the first day of the
week, the proprietors are displaying
"Inn nnd Tavern" .signs, ami laugh-iii-

teriors on Sunday exempts an "inn or
tavern, i.r a hotel having at least ten
In the legrooms." The
islature showed that It was the inhave the
to
lawmakers
tention of the
clause apply to all Inns, taverns, and
hotels that have not ten rooms. It
was sp. cili. ally aimed at saloons or
tiny hos:plrien whose guest capacity
do not entitle them to rank as hotels.
liut with Th comma following the
woid tavern, the effect of the law is
to exempt hotels of more than ten
rooms an all inns and taverns regardless of the number of rooms they
can boast. Consequently all the saloons have classed themselves as inns
or taverns and are serving thirsty customers on the day of rest by resting upon the Interpretation of the
law. The proprietors have been doing business unafraid behind drawn
curtains ever since the Hishops' excise
law was passed.
lijihl Against Street Iluilnuys I'.e- IH'WtHl.
The light against street car companies is to lie renewed in New York,
ltefore the subway relieved the crowded surface and elevated cars there
existed a woman's organisation known
as "The Society for the protection of
HiglUs."
Today the
Passengers'
situation is just as bad as it was prior
to tile construction of the subway.
Consequently the old association is
to be revived and the liht taken up
In deadly earnest.
The rear platform smoker Is to be
brought into the limelight. If there
Is a law protecting him from the
the society wishes to see It
and test its validity. The "car ahead"
nuisance will be fought, as will the
"step lively" commands that frequentThe ladies bely cause accidents.
lieve that the law against expectorating can lie enforced, even though no
arrests are being made at present.
They also have their knives out for
the conductor who wears soiled linen
and point to the fact that policemen
are obliged to keep clean. They also
maintain that other cities employ
courteous men as traveling ticket
punchers, and wish to know why the
majority of those employed in
are Insuperably insolent. They
likewise declare that the Gotham conductors are as hopelessly ignorant of
the cilv streets as some denizen of
the African wilds. One of the chief
battles to be waged is the old
complaint that passengers are
carried many blocks past their destinations because the street curs are
behind their schedule, or conductors
fail to hear even the most vehement
appeals to stop. other cities have
electric bells that passengers may
push, and which the motormen obey.
The society would like to know why
New Yolk is not similarly accommodated.
The active spirit of the reorganization is Mrs. John Kowler Trow. She
declares that next fall a headquarters
Legal talent will
will be established.
be retained and complaints from passengers who are not memoers will be
received and investigated. Whenever
it appears the company is at fault
the case will be taken Into the counts
and vigorously fought. It Is thought
for
that a few successful prosecutions
law breaking will bring the corporato
sen.se
duty
of their
tions to some
the traveling public.
lawyer's Calendar Overcrowded.
There is a Wall street lawyer who
of his long
is frequently, because
practice and high standing in the profession, appointed referee In cases
that are tried out of court to relieve
the overcrowded calendar. This particular lawyer has a very comfortable
office, which Is fitted up with comfortable divans and easy chairs. A
case was being tried before him the
other dav. The arguments of counsel for the plaintiff and defense were
d
The
tiresome.
and
referee, realizing that the discussion
would be long drawn out. assumed
a coinfoi table posture and began to
nod.
Whenever he was appealed to
for an opinion he would rouse up to
make a reply.
When t lie attorney for the plain-li- ft
had concluded his argument the
attorney for the defense arose. Ills
address was caustic, and frequently
tile attorney for the plaintiff would
jump up to a swer back. This led to
Finally a
a long battle it words.
point came up rind counsel appealed
A gentle, but unmis-soun- d
1o tile leleree.
was the only
take.ll
t epiV.
was just one thing to do.
The
.lUorneys did it. They sat
and t
waited for the referee to
down
p.oih felt that to wake the
a wake
uid irritate him and en- refer,
ause.
An hour passed,
danger
e lumbered gently on.
the r.
isto disturb tin per- No sou. id
Pin illy tin- attorney for
leet calm,,
oked at bis watch, and
tile pi ll:.-'( Jood
heaven!
Five
exel.i imi

40 000.00

Maun

"dry"
thf necessity of 'I kerpltiK
HiKhteous-nes-

Sunday--

61 009.00

ro

Gradl I'.uilding. office ami store building. 3rd and Copper, three
Rtorles slid basement, TiOxSO feet
K

up

W. Anson,

A.

Mi even sueh
Now York. May 25.
a trifle ;i a inmma l Hoboken avoirt-lii-

oil

$150, OftOO

Luna and Stiickler Itlock. office and store building. Second and
Copper, three stories ami basement. 80x150 feet
Gross. Kelly and Company, wholesale grocery. Central
Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building, two storlrs. JiOxlOO feet;
warehouse, one story, 4'x4H0 feet; approximate cost

Miss Ida Sheehan's Poodle Dog
Will Have to Wear a Wig!
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1907, by D. K. B. Sellers, Secretary University Heights Improvement Company
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Worship

never edited.
Where is Sootti?
Jack rabbit hopped to the railroad
track.
And flopped one long lopped ear,
And poked his head into the wind
To hear what he could hear.
A passenger train puffed 'rounj a
curve,
The engineer turned her loose
And the way that .train ate up the
miles.
Just simply raised the deuce.
The Jack rabbit took one long scired
Is

A

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING

MAY

Our Pi.rt

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
PRESIDENT

MTICDAV,

HiKliliiiuI M. I Oiun li. south
31 S
New Mexlcfj has a poet laureate.
He hums about the territory and South Arno street.
Breaching at 11
a.
m.
8
p.
and
when the muse strikes him, ht writes.
m. Ep worth League
The following Is one of his late effu meeting at 7 p. m. An offering for
sions and he has pr.mitapd to con- church extension will be taken at the
tribute as faultily as possible to morning service. We cordially invite
the Cub's Cor.icr
ol'.imn that the public. O. B. Holllday, pastor.
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FINELY KQVIPPED JOB DEPAKTMI.NT.
11 EST ADVEKTIMNG MEDICM IN THE SOVT1IW EST.
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Christian Science.

Services Sunday

11 a. m., at room 25, Grant build
ing, corner of Ilallroad avenue and

Third street. Subject, "Ancient and
Modern Necromancy, or Mesmerism
and Hypnotism." Sunday school at
10 a. m. Wednesday evening meet
ing at 8 o'clock. Beading room open
daily from 2 to 4 p. m.
Congregational
hiirch. Corner of
Broadway and Coal avenue; Hev.
lingular
Wilson J. Marsh, pastor.
services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
Morning Service.
Organ prelude.
Quartet "Holy Temple."
( ffertory.
Duet, organ and piano "Final Alia
sonunmann
Mrs. Lester and Mrs. Washburn.
Quartet "Jubilate Deo"
Dudley Buck
Subject of sermon "Sunny Side of
Christianity."
Evening ServliT.
Praise service.
offertory solo "The Place of Pity"
I'ontius
Miss Palmer.
Subject of address "God's Rebuke
to Elijah."

Then his hind feet kicked the sand.
With ears laid flat and legs stretched
liEAPING UEPVIILICAN rAPETt IN NEW MEXICO.
out,
He ran to beat the band.
BOOSTING AEBVQUEKQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
The track lay smooth not a single
curve,
RETt'BLICAN PIUNCTri.ES AND THE "SQVAHE PEAL."'
The train went a mile a minute,
Hut the way that Jack loie up the
ASSOCIATED
PRESS REPOIIT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
sand,
The passenger wasn't In It.
Mile after mile was left behind
Hy Jack and the passenge" train.
And Jack took the lead and held it
too.
With every Jump a. gain,
Hut suddenly the Jack sat down
And flopped one long lopped en'.
ITlore
And poked his head into the wind.
For the train he couldn t hear.
Possibly bread may advance to price9 In 1907 which were not touch- He rested
a bit then he hopped
O
yt-determined.
be
to
ed In 1906. This is Romethlnn. however, which is
ahead,
1'lrst PrcHltytei'iiiii Church. Cor- ocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxro
marking
as
accepted
Unmindful of his crime,
The wheat miirket of the part few days can not be
avenue and Fifth street.
out the course of prices for the whole season. Hysteria had a good deal For he beat the train and got into ner Sliver Morning
Services.
town.
to do with the big advances which were made. The prime factor In the
Organ
or
"I Waited on the Lord"..
An hour ahead
tine.
upward bound of prices was the unfavorable crop report Issued by the
Mendelssohn
0
government. This would Indicate a falling off of about 90. (Kin, 000 bushels
Invocation.
scientific
Manimen
eastern
visited
Three
come
from
reports,
too.
have
Some unfavorable
Hymn (congregation seated.)
in winter wheat.
mine the other day. On Psalter
and Gloria (congregation
toba and from the other side of the Atlantic. There is a possibility that atheColorado
hy
means
usual
ascent
of
the
standing.)
last
It
took
than
Europe may want more wheat from the United States
one of the men thought he Scripture
lesson.
year, while the crop here may be smaller than at that time. There has bucket,
preciv.-"
s;g;is of weakness in the
I
been a gain of about 1.500.000 In the population of the United States in rope by which the bucket was sus- Anthem "King of King
Simper
Caleb
at
be
will
needed
Inquired
more
of
pended.
often,"
means
wheat
he
"How
that
the past "twelve months, which
Prayer.
home than was needed then. This would Indicate that Europe might not the attendant, "do you change these Hymn (congregation standing.)
11
months,"
Every
cables?
three
would
fact
this
get
and
time,
It
us
as
did at that
as must from
be able to
Offertory 'Tenia Religioso".. Chopin
carelessly
replied
other.
Then
the
up
as
well
abroad.
here
89
have a tendency to send prices
"I Heard The Voice of Jesus
he added thoughtfully, "We'll change Solo
Say"
But the situation may not be quite so bad as some of the excited this one tomorrow If we get up eafe-ly.- "
Rathbun
Mrs. H. J. Collins.
gamblers for a rise pretend to believe. According to the government's
. .
Sermon
Incentives".
"Christian
report, about 3,000,000 acres of winter wheat have been abandoned. The
a
Kev. John Mordy
area planted, however, was about that much greater than it was a year
approached
man
the
foolish
The
ago, and the dropping out of that acreage would not. in Itself, mean a wonderful goose that laid the golden Prayer.
Hymn, (closing with Doxology.)
shrinkage in the yield. The spring wheat acreage is still to be determined, eggs.
ejaculated the Benediction.
"Old bird!"
spring,
sown
to
be
likely
area
this
is
your
there
of
man,
as
the
abandoned
has
much
time
foolish
and
"I think
Postlude "And the Glory of the
Is a chance that the crop may be up to last year's mark in the general come. Golden eggs are no longer
Lord"
Handel
Why cun't you lay gold
outcome. The lateness of the season Is the chief unfavorable factor. This popular.
Evening- Worship.
replied
master,"
"Because,
bricks?"
as
a
States,
Organ
but
relatively,
United
the
harder,
does
Conquerit
Prelude
than
"See
Malitoba
hits
the
goose, "I don't belong to the
ing Hero Comes"
Hando!
good deal of wheat is ordinarily raised in that region, any material short- the
bricklayers union." And then the ax Hymn.
age there would have an effect on prices In the United States as well as fell.
Ilesponslve reading.
in Europe. Lateness of season Is hampering the wheat growers In some
O
Scriptures, prayer and choir response.
of the producing countries In Europe, too. and this has had something to
Offertory "Helmweh". . . Jungmann
Can We Stand I'or Tlilc?
do with the sensational rise in prices in the United States in the past three
The latest exploitation of the de- Hymn.
.. ri.cn on the Chicago board are predicting a rise of 20 or 30 partment
Selected
of agriculture is a scheme Solo
per cent. Hysterical forecasts of this sort are always heard during sharp to introduce a carnivorous red ant
Mrs. H. J. Collins.
advances in prices, and most of them are made with the object of increasfrom South Africa to it'.ack lack rab Sermon "The Vital Question" . . .
bits, particularly the
and kill
Hev. John Mordy
ing the scare and of sending prices up further.
hour after Prayer.
Several things, however, which may keep the juices of bread from them within tv jnty-foHymn and benediction.
being up to abnormal figures must be kept In mind. In the chief produc birth.
a
Postlude "Wedding March"
ing states the abandonment of winter wheat acreage has been smaller than
Mendelssohn
in the states which produce little. In the big states the wheat condition.
ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
0--.
aa reported by the gOvernmen's bureau, is practically as good now as it
First Methodist Kpfewoiml. The
has been at this time of the year, on the average, for the past ten sea
Hev. J. C. Rollins, D. D., pastor.
sons. The aggregae wheat crop of 1906 was "35,000,000 bushels, which was
The Sunday school meets at 9:43.
the largest ever grown except In 1901, when the total was 748,000,000.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock. The
The stock of wheat which has been carried over in the United States and
G. A. H. and affiliated organizations
Canada, and which is now on hand, is greater than it was a year ago. The
will attend this service in a body anj My Neighbor," by Rev. Josiah Heald.
the pastor will preach the annual A cordial invitation to all. The folstock of wheat on hand in Liverpool is only a slight fraction below the
memorial sermon.
lowing musical selections will be renmark of this time in 1906. Secretary Wilson said when the government's
Epworth League meets at 7 o'clock. dered at the morning and evening
ONE
crop report was published, that the aggregate yield this year need not
8 o'clock there will be a platform
At
services:
from the conditions at that time, fall much, if at all, below the crop of
patriotic service.
Morning KervUf.
ROSCOE'3
1906. It all depends on conditions of the next five or six weeks, and on
Strangers are cordially welcomed Organ Prelude Grand Offertory..
the acreage in the. spring planting. The spring wheat could make up for
to all services.
The church Is locatBatiste
any falling off which might be made in the winter sowing.
ed on the corner of Lead avenue and Offertory "Rest"
The country
Abt
is decidedly interested in having cheap bread. The shortage will increase
South Third street.
Is
Thy Mercy"..
Anthem "Sweet
Following is the order for the day:
DISGUISES.
the demand on the United States, but if. as is still possible, the yield here
Sir Jos. Bainby
Morning Worship.
equals or closely approaches that of 1906 the American farmers will have
Mrs. McDonald, soloist.
Organ prelude.
Organ Postlude "Sanctus Maria".
a good market for their stocks, and the American consumers will have
(To be continued.)
Hymn
Almighty
"Com,
Thou
Faure
their bread at average prices. An advance in bread, while it might com
King."
Evening Service.
pensate the farmer for any shortage which might come in his crop, would PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS. De- Apostles'
uniting.
creed,
all
Organ
Song
"Shepherd's
Prelude
partment
of the Interior. Office of
hamper the gTeat Industrial classes, curtail their expenditure In other di- Patri.
Wagner
and Pilgrims' Chorus"
affairs. Washington, D. C, May Gloria
rections, and diminish the volume ot ij,u country's business. Large crops Indian
Twenty-firreading
Spohr
Offertory "Nocturne"
15, 1907.
Sealed proposals plainly Responsive
or wheat and corn are needed In 1907 for (Vj benefit of the country.
Sunday.
Anthem From "The Crucifixion".
marked on the outside of the sealed
"The Radiant Morn Hath
Stalner
envelope, "Proposals for Buildings, Anthem Away"
Passed
Woodward Organ Postlude "Swedish WedNavajo
Extension, Arizona," and
111
The Choir,
ding March, No. -- ". . .Loedermann
HftrlreHNeri
IVimmluulniin.
lha
Morning
lesson.
! of
Indian
Affair, Washington, Prayer.
0
D.
Rev.
until
be
received
C, will
St. Pnul's Lutheran Church.
;"
, .
,
Pome attention is being given to the fact that not all the Immigrants 2 p. m., on June 15, 1907, for Organ response.
pastor.
Moser,
Ernest
Offertory.
an
as
well
an
as
is
outward
us.
There
furnishing materials and labor necesthat we get each year stay with
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
''Hallowed Memories". . .
Morning worship with German serinward movement. That 1,000.000 of Incomers of 1905, the 1.100,000 of sary to construct and complete cer- Quartet
Miller;
Tripp,
Messrs.
Mesdames
Naetc.,
buildings,
on
tain
to
school
In
1907
the
the
not
can
be
get
added
will
we
mon at 11 o'clock.
1906 and the 1,200,000 whom
McCallum,
Baker.
Extension, Arizona, In strict acEnglish service and sermon at 8
excess of the births over deaths in computing our growth In population. vajo
cordance with plans, specifications Sermon by the pastor "The SigP. m.
We must take the departures into the account, and they average about a and Instructions to bidders which may
nificance of Memorials."
invited,
The
You are cordially
third or a fourth of the arrivals.
be examined at this ofHee, the ottices Hymn "My Country, "lis of Thee."
church is located corner of Sixth
Benediction.
In these days when wages here are high and when the transit across of the "Improvement Bulletin," Minstreet and Silver avenue.
the Atlantic is quick and cheap there are temptations and incentives for neapolis. Minn., "Construction News," Organ postlude.
Evening Scr lee.
Immigrants to make frequent trips back and forth. With his savings of two Chicago, 111., "American Contractor,"
"
111.; "Citizen," Albuquerque,
Organ prelude.
or three years of work in the United States the Italian, the Russian, the Chicago,
UPTOWN TRACKS Will
Mexico, "Arizona
Republican, ' Hymn.
Hungarian or the other immigrant can return to his old iome. pass a few New
Phoenix,
Arizona,
and Trad- Responsive reading.
months or a year there In affluence, and then come to this side of the At- PPs' VTrhuniFna Kt Builders Vflun
1ln- -' Tenor solo
of
SWord
Bunker
"The
lantic again to win another fortune. This consideration adds a new fea- neapolis, Minn., Omaha, Nebr., NorthMr. J. J. Gould
MOVED
BE
Hill"
NOT
ture to the immigration problem. The persons who supposed that the old western Manufacturers Association, Prayer.
Minn.,
Exchange,
Puul,
St.
forget
Builders
swamped
by
incoming
of
wave
native stock would be
the
aliens
Organ response.
Durango, Colo., and Iis Angeles, Cal- Address "Our Country's Strength"
that there was a return flow, but the immigration officials and the census ifornia,
ChiWarehouses,
the
Indian
Some excitement was created this
Prof. J. A. Miller, Principal City
authorities have to take this outward movement Into their calculations.
cago,
Mo., Omaha.
St. Louis,
morning, at the railroad tracks and
High School.
m
This return wave of from 60.000 to 300. (too aliens each year recently Nebr., III.,
San Francisco, Cal., and at the Anthem "Arise; Shine, for Thy
Central avenue, when a gang of men
makes the immigration problem much less portentous than many persons office of the Additional Farmer. For
Buck began to tear up several of the old
Light is I'nnie"
imagined it to be. We are assimilating all the immigrants who remain further information address Joseph
switch tracks.
The Choir.
Maxwell,
Additional Farmer. Address "1 Am
with us. Possibly some of those who, after a few years stay, leave us may K.
Within a very' small period of time
for Peace, Not
Ariz., via Canyon Diablo.
C.
do a little toward spreading American ideas in their home land, and In
a small crowd had gathered about,
War"
. this way our influence may be spreading In ways which we had not thought F. LAItltABKE. acting commissioner.
D.,
thinking that the work of tearing up
Kev. Thomas, Harwood, D.
'Chaplain G. A. H.
In the old sailing vessel days when a trip
of until recently.
across
Department
the switch yards here had started.
A Narrow Escape.
, the Atlantic
When will the new yards be open
Tenor solo "The Star Spangled
took between three and four weeks the Immigrants who braved
Cloyd,
W.
G.
Plunk,
merchant,
a
of
Mr. J. G. Gould cd '" asked one little man of one of
Banner"
the Journey usually became permanent residents. Hut the ocean grey- Mo., had a narrow escape four years
Hymn "America."
the native workmen.
hounds have converted the Atlantic into a firry, and many immigrants ago when he ran a
bar Into Benediction.
.What new yards? answered tne
come and go with the seasons. The old barriers of mountain, desert and his thumb. He says:Jimson
"The doctor Organ postlude.
laborer.
ocean which once separated the nations are rapidly being abolished. More wanted to amputate it but I would
We ain't tearing up these tracks
a
and more all the peoples and the races of the earth are being transform- not consent. I bought a box of Huck-lin- s
repairing
Further
them.
First Baptist Cliurcli. Corner of- simnlv
Arnica Salve and that cured the Broadway
ed into one great family.
Lead avenue. Morn- more, should the new yards be moved
dangerous wound." 25c at all drug ling service and
rewill
always
end,
there
to
south
the
at 11 o'clock; topic of ser
gists.
mon. "The Debt or tne Living to ine main a bunch of track for the uptown
o
Dead," bv Hev. Joslah Heald. Sun- business." spoke up an Irishman who
YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING-FR- EE day school at 9:43 a. in.
B. Y. P. U. was working with the natives.
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL- at 7 p. in.
"Stung again!" muttered the linle
ICvenlng service at 8
jTJdge Cleland, of Chicago, whose
parole plan for person arraigned EPHANT.
is man.
sermon,
of
"Who
topic
o'clock;
for drunkenness has attracted so much attention has been enabled to provide his "wards'" w ith an additional motive for reform. Through the wise
generosity of borne one whose name does not appear in the published accounts, the Judge now offers a savings bank credit of five dollars on condition that the Individual promise to lead a reformed life for a year, and to
fe. j&d j&Sk ?e?v
make small deposits every month. If the year passes without any viola- W
BBrma
tion if the parole, and then- have been monthly deposits of at least two
B
dollars, than the original rive dollars is to be paid outright on proper
Judge.
Boys and girls, as well as men and
certification from the paroling
women, are Included in the scheme, and already a great many persons
have availed themselves of this opportunity to "make a new start."
Says the Chicago Tribune:
"The chances are many that a year of
soberitty and industry will mean permanent reclamation, and that a successful
of the kind will make one inniv g.i.ol citizen for the
com rnunity.
"If the many fall again and again and only the few ale led Into paths
of reditu!- - and h.ihin, of thrift, the experiment will have ample Justification.
The piii.nple of Judge (ieland's plan is the a me as that which has
T. U. to adopt the department of School Savings bank; nameled the W.
ly, that habits of thrift aiv preventive of intemperance
That the building of a tank account may go far toward the building of a character.
Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
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Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

HMcINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

(29)

2999

i

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

or

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY
MO

Wst

Gold Avenue

Metropolitan Concerts at Home

st

tntnirants Wfio Do Hot Stay

i'

JUST

rinvni v

VICTOR
1.000
RECORDS
cu

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

flhere

1$

inlRirz

n4n-Dearer

.

To

v

Banff Gccounts Vs. Drunfteness

jsf.

js

Btl'&

M.

&qjQJJ

SaanniW
U

avals.

Pl&MO

TO BUY

expi-rHnr.- :

What h.. become of the armory that was to have been in this city for
the local (ompanies of the National Guard'.'
The Coniiiierci.il ciub of Ias
Vegas has donated land sufficient for a site for un armory there and it will
be,
probably
erected before Albuquerque makes a move unless-Homone
comes .to the lor.
The Commercial Club ought to jive this matter immediate attention.
The itizt n has rec eived the endorsenu nt of a i.uinb.r of the leading
people of tr.iicinity for opposing the hinging of Mrs. Yalentina Madrid
The co icensus
and Alma Lyons, for the murder of the former's husband.
omen
tif opinion seems to be that It would be a crime to hang the two
Their si e ices shoui'l be
who are menially irresponsible for their act".
commuted to life imprisonment.
.

The public Js waiting with anxious breath for the iliit.J'.ni.irtit that
young Alfonso bus cut a tooth, taken the meales or suaili ued a pin.
to take a trip down the MissS ippi
President Kncsevrlt
Twain will probably bt secured an pilot.

General Kuroki, the visaing Jap general, rinds the
bvcial tiftirii just one loo many for him.
Amei

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

ilr.

ktrtnuous

Mark
life of

MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY PIANO-BUY-1NOPPORTUNITIES we place before you

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

FORTY

LEARNABD

& LINDEMANN,

206ZWttt Qolu Avenue

lh

Squaie

Music Dealers

EUabllshedtlBOO

UaU Cleaned and Blocked In
Speany Style ranamns
CU'thlng
steam
cialty
and Irc3ed.
to
Orders Attended
Ex-irc-

I'nniiptly.

Corner

PIANOS'

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and REC
ORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU ourjstock

Hatters
Ck-une-

G

'Phone 98

The Albuquerque

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

--

I

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

3rd St.& Gold Ave.

THE CIIII.PUEN OF TOllAY AKE
THE MEX AMI WOMEN OK
TOMOUROW.
Do not Injure
their physical and
mental well being with liulit-'e- tiLie
bread. Kemembtr, they grow bet:
when fed best. Select a quality ot
a specialty. Best bread that you know is made right I:,
Paddle horse
Proprietor oi every way. Under Banltary conddriver in the city.
ition, of good flour, properly nilxe".
"Sadie," the picnic wago.
and baked, so as to be wholesome anil
liAMlJKOOK ItltOv
tiiu.
112 John Street nutritious, Kailinps' bread on
Phone 59A.
will be found to fulfill every requ!
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLESS
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
PIONEER BAKERY
STORE.
207 South First Street.
Phone 580.

A-

r

Highland Livery

?

KATMtDAV.

MY

2V

NEW

FOURTEEN

'ALBUQUERQUE

17.
PHAR-

GRAND

VESTIGATE

MACISTS ARE GIVEN

r

JURY WILL

IIDLC

JACK

SEATS

CASE

TO

EVENING

CITIZEN.

FOR TOM KELLY WANTS MEN

10

SEE

DIG

Summer School

RATON

Mrs.C 0,

ACTOR

MURRAY

SAW

Charles Murray, of the Murray .t
Mack company, which appeared in
Albuquerque Thursday night, stated
while in the city that at Fhoenix
Ariz., he visited L. V. Eytinge, who
was this week found guilty of the
murder of John Lelcht, near Fhoenix.
He was especially interested because
with the
he was well acquainted
prisoner's aunt. Rose Eytinge, who
lives in New
York and is widely
known as a writer of theatrical ar

tides.

"I can see no reason," said Mr
Murray, "why a man of Eytinge's
talent should commit crime for tno
sake of money, as he has much ability in character sketches and could
make a success at it. 1 have also
heard that his relatives offered him
$50 per month to keep secret his con
nection with the other members of
the family."

GROCERS

ARE

Who will dare to say now that AlTom T. Kelly. ex-of the
buquerque has not plenty of de- state of Kansas , again; whom numvotees to art?
When people will erous political fights were made and
arise hours before their regular time who won considerable notoriety two
and come down town without break- years ago for publicly attacking with
fast Just to stand In line for several his fists the late J. K. Hudson, publong hours In order to get the pick; lisher of the Topek.t state Journal,
of seats, it Is a sign that the spirit t the Elks' club in Topeka, is In the
of martyrdom, or artistic seal it is city.
difficult to determine which is not
When seen at th Alvarado this
yet dead.
morning Mr. Kelly said:
S
Before
o'clock this morning
"I'm not here In the interest of
there were people rubbing their politics, but simply looking for lashoulders against the front entrance borers to push the work of constructof Mntson'n hook Atore. where the ing the new tunnel through the Raton
opening of the seat sale for Mrs. j mountain.
Nearly every paper In
Flske was to'take place at 8 o'clock. Kansas has published stories to the
Some went without breakfast, but all effect that I wa out of politics. Mayhad money in their pockets ready to be I am; but, nevertheless, 1 will be
In the next state convention as l
spend It for art's sake.
delegate.
By 7 o'clock the crowd had Inmany
persons,
"Everything Is moving along slow
fifty
of
creased to
whom were women.
Then the doors ly in Kansas right now. I am repof the store opened and those wait- resenting the Lantry-Shar- p
Construc
ing were registered and given num- tion company of Topeka and Embers. All were cautioned to hang poria, which has the contract for digging a new tunnel through the Raton
mountain. The work Is progressing
In good shape. All of the machinery
Is on the scene, and two shafts are
finished. At present we have only excavated about 200 feet In, from the
E
Y e are jut In splendid
west side.
shape to proceed with the work, but
are hampered on account of the scar
city of laborers.
DUSTRY
THAT
"I don't expect to have any trouble,
though, in Retting a sufficient number
We pay them $2 to $2.75 a day. and
that is better than the native laborers
usually receive in this vicinity.
"Albuquerque seems to be in t'.io
midst of a healthy boom at present.
That looks good; a good healthy
boom never hurts a city.
Kansas
Romero Drug Company Sells
has been In a healthy boom for years;
Well,
New Mexico is following suit.
350 Dozen of "Sanadora"
I will have to leave you. and get some
my
face," said Mr.
of this fodder off
In One Month
Kelly, rubbing his hand over a week's
growth of beard.
"I have been so
busy lately That I haven't had time to
keep properly shaved. Good bye.
It may not be generally known, but
r
there is springing up an industry in
1 i
lY-- v
this city which bids fair to be one of
the greatest of its kind in the southTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
west. This industry is the manufacture of family specifics. The Romero
Urug company, under the manage
ment of Dr. E. Romero, of Albu
Metal Market.
X'
querque, is manufacturing these medNew York. May 2a. Lead and cop
per quiet; unchanged.
icines and they are receiving a wide
IKpu)arity throughout the country.
r
is becoming a well
"La Sanadora
Market.
known name and the remedy Is wideSt. Louis, May 25. spelter quiet
- j
?
ly used by thousands of ailing peo
$6. SO.
ple. The demand for this remedy Is
Money Market.
ever on the Increase.
Already this
New York. May 25. Prime mer
month Dr. Romero has Bold 200
canttle paper 5 'a per cent; Rllver 67;
dozen bottles in the Republic of Mex
money on call nominal.
ico, as well as 150 dozen bottles each
MRS. IISKE
to people in California and Kansas.
III The New York Idea.
St. IamiIx Wool Market.
Sales in other quarters are propor
St. Louis, May 25. Wool steady
tionately large.
Dr. Romero inspires around upon the pain of losing their Territory
20 (fu
Each person was entitled to 24c; fine and western mediums
faith in his remedies wherever he turn.
per cent;
medium
goes and he is much on the go.
Last engage and buy ten tickets at the fine
lo'y 1 c.
April he returned from an extensive time they registered, but many did
tour of the Republic of Mexico and not know this and contracted for Just
Kansas City Livestock.
soon he expects to visit California on what they wished themselves, much
k'miHUM
I'llv Mav 'T. I 'u a ro.
business.
The headquarters of the to the disgust of the late coming celpts 2"0. Market steady. Southern
Romero Drug company are In this friends.
cows
steers $3.25 tv 5.25 ;
The rules regulating the sale were $2.75 Hi $3.75; stockerssouthern
city and a large branch of the bus!
and feeders
Inexorable. Neither feminine beauty $3.50 4i 4. DO ; bulls $3.25 1r
ness Is conducted at Las Vegas.
4.60; calves
nor masculine suavity; neither smiles $3.75 fi 6.00; western fed steers $4.25
nor tears; neither bribery nor flattery 115.60; western fed cows $3.2.V
could induce the young lady in 4.75.
NEW PLAY AT THE
charge of the registration to budge
Sheep receipts none. Market nom'
one iota from the letter of the law. inally steady.
treated one and all alike and the
HT She
Chicago 1.1 vest kU.
people had to be on the spot or they
Chicago. May 25. t'aMle receipts.
would get no tickets.
It was a long hour from 7 to S 500. Market steady. Reeves $4.30fi
5.60;
cows fl. soft 5.40; heifers $2.70
The men lounged around
The Manhattan Musical Comedy o'clock.
'ii'5.40; calves $4.50 'a 6.50; good
to
company will give the patrons of the outside the door, smoking and kick- prime
steers $5.4 0 'i 6.50: poor to mecurb.
Casino an entirely new comedy to- ing their heelsIt,against the got
to wait dium $4.301 5.40; stockers and feedif we've
"Confound
morrow night, entitled, "The lial- ers S2.0r5.2o.
Lunatics." It Is said to be a con like this, why don't they provide
Sheep receipts 25nO. Market steadv.
for the crowd'.'" remarked Western
stant source of Jest and laughter abreakfast
$4. 50ft 6.2.".; yearlings $6.00.
chronic kicker.
from start to finish, accompanied by
ft
lambs $6. 25ft S. 60;
western
"Why wouldn't It be a good idea $6.6.60;
material ant catchy music.
25ft
8.65.
company
to
out
fire
have
call
and
the
are
Among the musical numbers
"My
Rags." "Sweet them run a hose from here to the
HOTEL .RKIAIs.
White Elephant?
There's no sene
I nele Rehearts in Every Town,
ARarudo,
mus," "Flo From Idaho," "General in making us suffer this way," saiJ
her.
W. G. Welgle. Washington, I). '.;
Hardtack." "It Was the Dutch." anot
waiting
throng
in
Some
the
utilized
IbKton;
many
George
Rowalt,
Fred
Heart,"
and
"Cross Your
their time to advantage by reading Pratt, Chicago; J. G. Peters, Wash-I.
others.
papers
magazines,
one
and
the
There will he only two more per- person. Harry Lee. the cityandclerk, ington, I). .".; ('. M. Illanchaw and
wife. New York; S. F. furling. Santa
formances of "The Telephone Girl"
his offices to Fe; George A. Iniliel, Norwav, la.;
one tonight and at the matinee to- temporarily transferred
the sidewalk and went through his T. F. Kelly, Lynn. N. M.; H. W.
morrow. The prices tomorrow ufter-noo- n morning's
mail.
Kelly, Las Vegas; S. F. Remsbery.
will be1 20 cents for adults and
"I can't wait here any longer," said Raton: M W. Rrowne, Las Vegas; J.
10 cents for children.
an impatient business man at 7:30. F.
Haddrill. Pontlac, Mich.; Rlanche
as hungry as a boiled owl!"
Haddrill, Iietroit. Mich.; Thomas J.
TONIGHT! TONIGKT! TONIGHTI "I'm
"Why don't you hire a kid to hold Foley, Kansas
f'ity; E. Elizabeth
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE down your pla'.e'."' suggested
a Fish, New London. Conn.; E.
r,
ELEPHANT.
friend.
Jr., Superior, Neb.; Alfred S.
"Just the thing! I never thought Procter, I)enver: A V. Yecsky,
N'W
IK YOIT HAVE NEVEIt FORMED of that," said the man, as he hailed York: Mrs. J. M. Walsh and daughor goingMAKE A a boy.
Mobile, Ala.: J T. Reynold. El
ter.
For a modest fee the boy consented Paso; Miss Ann Singleton, Havana,
COMMHl'S HOTEL.
SIMUMi to wail around till the sale opened Cuba.
TOMORROW.
START
LAM It. CHICK EN AND IH'MI'LINGS and to purchase the tickets desired.
C. N. Cotton. Gallup;
James H.
Several boys earned enough for a Royd, wife
ON THE CARD.
and daughter, Spokane.
week's supply of chewing gum or a Wash.
During the summer months. I will new base ball bat by the proxy busigive private Instruction to a limited ness.
Sturciti.
number of students In college preAt
o'clock sharp it was very
James K. Nelson. Chicago; C. H.
paratory and grammer school branch- sharp, for ll wasn't quite k the sale
York; T. P. Mack,
Lutz
New
and
wife.
es. At home mornings, 410 South was opened and money anil tickets
Indianapolis; Mr. and Mrs. Emll Hlbo.
Rupert F. Asplund,y commenced to change hands.
Seventh street.
The
Cubero; William F. Tracy, Galesburg,
professor of Latin and greek, I'niver-Kittelephone bell
unheeded III.; M. p.
Metzpar. Wlllard: William
of New Mexico.
by the store employes, and was H. Chamberlain.
Louis Enls, Madrid;
answered by a stranger.
C. K. Jones.
Iienver; Thomas E.
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
"Yes, this is Matson's."
Young. Chicago; S M. Archelete,
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
"Yes, the sale Is opened, but there
Springs. Colo
R. J. Miller.
FOR
YOUR
SUNDAY
DINNER. are 15u people ahead of you.
Leadvllle. Colo.: c. r. Hayml. Kan
"When can you get tickets?
Oh, sas
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
City:
O. Hi!:. Decatur. Ill ; 11.
L.
In about three hours, if there ate any
CENTS.
Yoslinskl, New Orleans. La ; Fred
left by that time."
H. Kichwald. El Paso,
People bought tickets at an aver- Fleischer.
A. V. Cutting.
Kelly, Ienv-rage of six apiece. L'uiess a second Robert
Iienver.
gallery is built into the Elks' theater
within the next four days, or Mrs.
snn.
Flske plays here two nights, there
W. F.
Ll Paso. T. X.: W. II.
will be a few people in this city who Skinner. Tiede.
J. T Hartley.
Kansas City;
must forego the pleasure of seeing Washington,
'
pa:
Ft. McVav. Wil-- !
"The New York Idea."
lard. N. M ; W. S. McVay, Wlllard.1
u

semi-annu-

ITS

al

IVOMiKll THE fOl l MlllS
1IOTKL t'AX .MAKE A X V MONEY.
JIOU
TIIK.li:
C.IES1X EAT.
A

omii;iu;

Furniture
We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
reliable willow goods In
Chairs.
Rockers, Settees
and Tables in natural finish.
Come In and see them on

our floor.

Special Rates
to those who take up shorthand and typewriting or bookkeeping on the scholarship
plan. Write or call at the Library building for further Information. Address the

Our Prices Are the Lowest

ALBERT FABER'S

Albuquerque
Business College

I ti-i-

ll

p

13

Meats, Poultry, Beat
Lucca Olive Oilj

The Champion Grocery Co.

uin ii uttriMn

CARRIAGE

William P. Hull, a mnu urrested at
Dawson several days ago by a deputy
United State? marshal, and who was
arraigned before the United states
commissioner at Las Vegas yesterday
is now on his way to South McAllis
ter, Okla., accompanied by United
States Marshal C. M. Foraker. Hull
Is charged with postofllce embezzle
ment.
The civil suit of M. A. Ross against
Clark M. Carr, et al., for recovery of
$i.0H0 commission on a sale of 41,000
acres of land in the mountains, which
has been on trial at the district court
The
this week, is near settlement.
testimony has all been heard and at
the session this afternoon Judge Ab
bott read his charge to the Jury. The
jury was still out. at 4 o doc.
A suit was filed today with the dis
trlct court clerk by Francisco De
Lagamma and Fllomena De Gamma,
plaintiffs, against Rasa P. de
defendant, asking that the
latter be compelled to give up possession of a tract of land north of
the city on the Indian school road,
which he Is charged with holding Il
legally from them.
The plaintiffs
also ask $500 damages and that the
pay
defendant
the court costs.
Yesterday afternoon
the county
commissioners held a meeting and
considered the matter of bills for
dykes built and repaired at Alameda
recently. The work was done under
the supervision of County Surveyor
Pitt Ross. It may be necessary to
build more dykes, but no serious
trouble is expected from the flood of
Yesterthe Rio Grande this year.
day the river was five and a half feet
above low water mark.
A party of seven men, members of
the L'nited States geological survey,
which was organized here last week,
left this morning for Alvado, N, M.,
where they will make contours and
maps of the country.
From there
they will push forward to the Colorado stale line, working there for
some months. The trip to Alvado,
140 miles away, is to be made by
horseback. The party Is in charge
of M. It. Young, whose assistants are
Lee
A. Herbert,
Morrison Collier,
Steve Penkln, A. Penkin and Walter
A Loulssan.

BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

and
ttni.Tiii,

the nmr

Do you Intend buying- a, vehicle to enjoy the cummer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. ' Come and ee
us.

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First and Tijeras Road.
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

j j j

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG;

C.

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security

and Men's Clothing Cleanand Repaired.
Men's
Suits made to order. All work guaranteed. Prices reasonable.
ed. Pressed

tOS N.

.

rirat St.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, the cares less

C. F. Alien

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin RoofMieep-dl- p
Tanks, Galvanized
r
Water Tanks, Pipe and
Work.

TOU NEKB A TEIiEPIIOYE

lU-pai-

203

Pa-go-

;

1- -2

N. M.

TO BED

OH
Wllllum' Indian Pile
oiruiueutwill cure i::ind
and lO'hino
flttHnrl.k Ihcliimr,,!
Pt
Hiluys the itcbing at urn e, ant
lifl. lr. Willwms'lnflinii pile Omt
iriff cf the private purl,
e.w.-bo.i l
..rrantea. Jty c.nir(M.tR,
uiui on re
"ti t ol price M) rem kii.' l.(Kl. Wul I'V
--

LAWN

"You're charged wiih being drunk
and sleeping on the Alvarado lawn.
How do you plead, guilty or not
guilty?"
Judge George K Craig was addressing Tom KovK-in police court this
morning.
"I'm. hum, e'n. ah," muttered

y

'

1 L

Expert From Eastern Factories!
I
I

hb.

lEfllAflDIIll

Second

i

m.

w

"What's that?" commanded
the
court.
"He plead guilty," announced a
friend of Kovice, who was a trine
wabbly aNo from too much "vodka."
"Ten dollars or ten days for Kovice, and you go home to bed." announced the couit to Kovice and the
willing frjend.
"That's a new one on ine, of a fellow pleading guilty for another," ai.l
Chief of p., lire McMilli.i. as he marked on hN docket:
asleep on
"Totn Kovice. drunk:
lawn; 11". ten Juys: sleep it on."
Everybody's
friend Dr. Thomas'
Kclectrlc Oil. Cures toothache, earache, sore throat. Heals cuts, bruises,
scalds. .stops any pain.
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
RESTAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.

Kooootoooocooo

FL7 SCREENS

j

10 per cent.

Door screens as strong a an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at tbe
eastern-mad- e

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

3UNTIISTG MILL
SUPERIOR
REE Oim NEW URinif lirTTTliTvri

small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
A

REALTY

0rKOOOCOsX)O

J.

C.

PAINT

Covers more,

looks

best, wears

FIRST STUEET AND COAL AVE. ALUCQCERQCE,

NEW MEX.

BHERWIN-WILLIAM-

3

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Ete.

(UlrmtutQ au& Jlrriismrj

poxooocoooooc

1

Works

Frtnch Dry or.J Sltam Cltaninr. Wt Cuaranlet not to Shrink or Fade
iht most Delimit of Ladies Garments.

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

e Mdt.f d Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

TRY US
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

Out of Town Orders Given Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY

S'Lvf B vkul
Ht- II!
Of SvO' BOTH
KlEfnOKC

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

CO.,

J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.

HENRY'S

!

IN TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

West Gold

. i, ve!-.,p
i
V"itCTifiNf3 ft
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft SON

CooJt Called for end Delivered.

The
telephone
your health, prolongs year life
and protects yonr home.

and the worries fewer.

ing,

tlng-a-ling-

Kovice.

N.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Morelli, the Tailor

to the

H

&&wtlm

216

iiilinnl

-

Hesse-meye-

ALVARADO

.

Low Prices

ll,

i.

Dr.

Am

SI.

THESE ARE

thirty-si- x.

1 1

WENT

ll
rtPlTT tti

MATTEUCCI BROS.
W. Tijeras Are.
Pboa

622-82- 4

'

a

UPHOLSTERING

w w

y

Groceri.,

j

m

Measure-Heav-

Weight

A force of men are engaged In
scraping and sandpapering the downstairs floors of the Alvarado.
Chief Peputy United States Marshal W. 11. Forbes left this morning
for Alamogordo, to be present at the
term of the federal court, which con
venes Monday morning.
The California limited, which ar
rived here at 11:59 o'clock this morn
ing, carried only eight passengers.
Including the train crew, the total
number of persons on board was

;

w

Large

T
TOWN

A I? &

ALBUUERU

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Library Bldg.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Heart-Rreaki-

The Wholesale Grocers' association
of New Mexico is holding its
meeting' toaay at the Alvarado.
Matters of interest to the wholesale
grocers of the territory are being discussed. The meeting will probably
continue over until tomorrow. Those
in attendance are:
C. F. Remsberg, of Raton; H. R.
Oartwright, of Santa Fe; H. W.
Kelly, of Las Vegas; M. W. Rrowne,
of Las Vegas; R. E. Putney and Geo.
Amot, of Albuquerque; C. N. Cotton,
of Gallup, and Frank Jones, of Silver City.
"There is nothing of any importance coming up at the metelng," said
Mr. Kelly, of Las Vegas, manager of
company.
'Everythe Gross-Kell- y
thing is moving along nicely In the
wholesale grocery business. Trade
Is good."
M. W. Rrowne,
the Las Vegas
wholesale grocer, wtien asked as to
whether any matters of reduced
freight rates were brought up at the
meeting, said:
"The meeting has been confined
strictly to routine business. The only
matters brought up for discussion
were for the mutual benefit of territory Jobbers and wholesale merchants
and grocers."

ts

of the Hummer school for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is a most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make up any subjects In
which you are deficient.

Srx-Itp-

MURDERER EYTiNGE

WHOLESALE

of the
At the office of Justice
Peace George Craig. Jack Rogers, the
stranger who murderously assaulted
Charles Rossi, the night bartender of
the Sturges cafe, at 1 o'clock Friday
morning, was given a hearing at 5
o'clock last evening. He was bound
over to the grand jury and placed
under $500 bonds.
Several witnesses were examined
and the testimony showed that Rogers was very drunk and pulled a razor
upon Rossi without reason, attempting to cut him. The razor was produced nd.!dentilled as the one used.
SS cut In the leg, on the right
Rossi
arm 'and In "(he ribs.
His wounds
are not serious.
Victor Stewart, who
Is also employed at the Sturges cafe,
was cut jii the ringer during
the
scuffle.
Rogers, when called upon for his
version of the scrape, maintained that
he could not remember the events
which were said to have taken place.
He admitted that he had been drinking.
Justice Craig was dissatisfied
with the defense and bound the prisoner over to the grand Jury.

Conor-Rober-

will have charge
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Krag-Jorgens-

de

Willow

r
Captain Ruppe Says Roswell Assailant of Charles Rossi Is Applicants Were In Line at It's the Same Kelly Who Was
6 O'clock-Hou- se
Held Under $500 Bonds.
Will De
Custodian of Kansas'
Is Growing Santa Fe CenDangerous.
Not
Wounds
Crowded to Doors.
Finances.
tral Will be Extended
trip."
"We made a. record-breakCapt. H. Huppe, president of the
territorial board of jiharmacy, who
returned from Roswell last night.
"There were four of us In the party
adjutant
Gen. A. P. Tarklngton.
general of New Mexico; Lieut. A. J.
Fischer and wife and myself. We left
Roswell at 3:30 a. m. yesterday
and arrived in Albuquerque at 7:43
p. m. AVe covered a distance of nearly 300 miles In this short time by
automobile and train. The distance
of 100 miles from Koswell to Torrance must be made In an automobile. That was a cold ride, starting
so early In the morning and coming
across the mesa.
At Torrance we
caught the 11 o'clock: train and had
to wait an hour and a half at KenThus
nedy, where we changed cars.
you see the actual time In traveling
300
the
for
hours
only
was
fifteen
miles, an average of twenty miles an
hour.
'The question of a railroad from
Roswell to Torrance Is being strongly agitated down that way and I
think they will get It before a great
while. Oil has been struck near Ros-we- ll
and already there is a company
Incorporated which Is selling stock.
Pome of the most prominent people
are Interested.
"As officers of the New Mexico national guard. General Tarklngton,
Lieutenant Fischer and myself were
Invited to attend the closing exercises of the Roswell Military InstiGeneral Tarklngton inspected
tute.
the institute and men and was favorably impressed with the condition of
both. The Instructor of military tactics at Roswell is Captain Darlow,
of the United States army, who Is
detailed there by the war department. The cadets are equipped with
rifles and they have
field pieces for artiltwo three-inc- h
lery practice also. The school is adand
mirably equipped for military
academic instruction.
"At the meeting of the territorial
board of pharmacy .which I went to
Roswell to attend, primarily, we examined fifteen candidates for licenses
and fourteen of this number were
certificates.
successful in obtaining
This w as the largest class of pharmacists we have examined since the
board was organized."
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

HEADS 10 BE

"I wrote you for advice," writes Lelia Hagood,
of Sylvia, Tcnn., "about my terrible backache and
monthly pains in my abdomen and shoulders. I
had suffered this way nine years and five doctors
had failed to relieve me. On your advice 1 aook
Wine of Cardui, which at once relieved my pains
and now I am entirely cured. I am sure that
Cardui saved my life."

handM.
(Hy
rl Inn.)
w lin
Man is nil ii'Miini liisl
Roes clasps mean love; that his veiled refspells
matrito
IiImIs.
erences
home"
"our
lihinil slnittei Inn f t'Kiin hi
hut It would he more manly
riiiiMil," the wny
ninn mony
"The
ask?" flip wimi.'in he hives to In- Ills to come nut In the open and say so.
wife, I nne nf the first Iniunes In
Womanly pride demands that a
VKHlKlll's i'ltMT t'lll)lle nf ."I'lltltllptlt man should
for the meat Rift of
to f:ill nniliT I Mr h.ininier.
a woman's future life not accept it
ili nnv Rill nf IK could tell n limn as a free will nfTcrlnk".
how In- slimi'd iiropoKf! Tho truulile
If custom sanctioned the woman
1. he won t do It thiit wny. I have askiuK the man's hand in marriage Jerome Mas Begun Furnish
always s'is..'( tcl thiit disillusionment there would lie many mine artistic
ing Grand
ami nut sentiment keep uomcn from proposals and fewer marriages.
Evidence.
telliiiK linw tluii liusliands proposed
of the lover who
The
t t hem.
will ko ahead planning for the wedExpected.
They seldom
l;hilr dearest ding- und dropping a word here and
friends Just what hi- siid at thai critl-ilin- il there to let the prospective bride
v feel In' st.i ki
Into the secret is Intensely humiliatical moment; the;
New York. May 2
District Attorwas not set f r tin' scene ami the ng-.
Assistant District AtIcmllhi! man" halted In his lines.
The girl may accompany him to the ney Jerome .mil1'tgan
;
torney
y
tod.i
Kresei
in
her
him to fall on altar as he has planned, but
She lines tint ;i
the grand jury evidenv li.i lei
his knees ami exclaim. "Itnomne. heart she will never forgive him for
ho
wilt tlimi hi' mine'.'" That would Jar defi auding her nf the sentiment and towai'l the Indictment of persons
may be found to be crimlnall liable
the feminine instinct of the crudest deference that Is her right.
lu
with
connection
the
of
men
as
reve'alions
over a
Women cherish memories
maid that ever itremieil
do not. A song, a word, a look lives mismanagement 111 the old F.quit liile
"1 Mirhess" novel.
Life Assuran-'society and th" domiHut she docs ant him to approach in the memory long after me oco
A '.exa
rigime.
the subject reverently, tenderly, fl casion that called it forth has pass- nation of the
Former high officials of th I",.ti't-abl- e
one who feel with her that It Is ed. A proposal of marriage should
are widely scattered. .I.irii'i W.
be such as would bring back the tire
holy around.
And, too. every Elrl wants a defof youth to faded eyes when lived Alexander, who is reported to be Ir.shatIn health and fortune.
in
tered
twilight
life.
In
again
of
the
inite proposal of mairi.iire from the over
Pails: William H. Mcintyre, formerly
man she loves. He may know and That Is the Html test.
fourth vice president. Is now .it the
head of a railroad In Texas, und Thus.
I. Jordan, former controller, was last
11

-
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Jury
Sensations

ti--

1

diseases, such as periodical pains, irregularity, drawing down sensations, headache, dizziness, backache, etc.

tie-fo-
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(From the Atchison Champion.)
und he'll make out all the
,a
Jig;

Kansas raises corn and sorghum
and a hundred kinds of grain; and
he raises hogs and cattle till the fig
ures cause a pain; and she raises
cows and wildcats and she raises
ducks and geese, und she often raises thunder when she ought to be
t peace. You have heard of Knn-ra- s
chickens, which lay forty kinds
or eggs; you nave nearn 01 ivansas
norsea. wnn long wnisners on xneir
legs: you have heard of Kansas pro
ducts till you simply cannot rest; and
the blooming Kansas poet Is the only
Kansas pest. .
If a gifted Kansas lawyer has a
heavy brief to write, he will write It
to this measure: "Curfew must not
ring tonight." If a learned und able
Jurist hands a prisoner a tine, he
will word It to the music of "The
Ninety and the Nine." If a good and
pious pastor stands beside an open
grave, to throw tributes at some sinner whom the doctors couldn't save,
he .Is sure to strike a rhythm and a
cadence soft and low, that recalls
Annie Kooney and the chap who was
her Jo.
If a Kansas rental agent takes a
patron In his rig. he will argue In
long meter and his horse will dance

',a''t rs

'.'

a "mo"th

,aTl

..C!P.nJ'ant

couplets If perchance he has to curse.
If a blooming Kansas maiden has
a lover in her train, he must write
like Percy Shelley or his suit will
he In vain; and the maiden, when
she fires him. will remark In words
sublime, that the chap who wins and
weds her must perform his stunt in
rilvmP
hen a cop arrests a
ran,
try to ease the shock.
quoting here and there a quatrain as
they chase around the block. When
a drayman chides his horses or ar
milkman kicks his cows, you
some rhythmic language that
strange feelings will arouse.
When a Kansas man Is dying, quitting earth and tide and time, he'll
deliver his last message In an easy
Mowing rhyme.
Ah, we have too many poets, bards
who dream and do and dare; and
they wring the gentle bosom of the
weary editalre;
for they load him
with their poems, ant they chase
town,
and he is so
him round the
soft and easy that he hates to turn
them down. And he looks upon the
bundles of assorted rhyme and rune,
and he'd like to die to music if he
only knew the tune.
may-hea-
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Wlhere Millionaires
Secure Employes

0000C000C090000
Press.)
(From
New
the

York

"Where do the Astors. Yanderbllts
and other multis gel their servants'.'"
many a
Is a question that agitate
matron of modest means, and next In
Interest to her is, "How do they keep
them?" They get them in a varietyrt
of ways. A few wealthy families
to intelligence offices that are
run not much more Intelligently than
those that make their money from
victims of moderate incomes. They,
as a rule, are the families that suffer
losses of Jewels, silver, costly clothing
and big bank notes through the dishonesty of employees and get their
names Into the papers In consequence. It's safe to say most of the
robberies by maids and valets reported in the news columns are committed by servants engaged through certain agencies. Many society folk
rely on one another for a Bupply of
servants and It is no uncommon
tiling for one matron to steal an especially desirable man or maid from
her dearest friend. Of course, that
sort of thing can be done by a society woman with less danger of de

(

tection than by the chatelaine of a
plain suburban home.
Millers still get new servants In a
legitimate way. Mrs. Nemo wants a
maid and Mrs. lflank's maid has a
cousin who will fill the bill. Now and
then Mrs. Ulank's maid will recommend an undesirable person for employment to Mrs. Nemo, but generally she fears to do so lest she lose
her own place. Most of the rich get
advertising for
by
their servants
them. As a rule, they do so under
cover, to avoid being inundated with
Kvery application must
applicants.
show a high class recommendation
from the last employer and submit
to much questioning.
The most independent "domestic" is patient unfrom a prosder
pective employer likely to pay two or
three times as much as the average
wages.
Almost always wealthy women are careful uhout having the
references of wouldbe members of
their households looked up before
giving employment. Most housekeepers know that women who aren't rich
seldom take that precaution.

noottoooooooooo ooooooooooooo

Tlie Juidge Knew
Ufae Game

I

Talbot.

(Kansas City Star.)
poker game at 1 706
There was at,.L.i
,i.ninv after-- !
vi,h
.,....
n.1,1 Michael!
ui.tlnlek
n,h,i
Noah, Austrians, were the purtiel-- i ''
lha ..r.la ii'iira ilruun
on..i...,I
the first hand Noah looked mys- "Hike yuh five." he said and laid
a $20 bill on the table.
"Better go easy." Uldintck advised.
"Huh. there's my money."
"All right, see yuh an' raise it $5."
Noah "saw" too, and raised the bets
until the entire $211 bill was In the
pot.
Then came the show down.
aces
Noah calmly laid down three Ridi-nick
and reached for the pot. Hut
stopped his hand. He laid down
a pat flush and took in the cash.
Then began an argument that ended
tn their arrest by Sergeant Abraham

Both

",

told

''

'
M' "'
had the best hand
told
1
loaue felt sorry for him," llidi
nick wild. tiut I guess he thought I
W.'l!
" . . vn hit nan
"'V hu"? w8
e?od- - h,
Kun to fourtlush on his bet. Coursi
1
wouldn't stand for that
Noah said he thought he was only
betting $5. 'I don't know much about
the game, he said.
Judge Kyle studied a moment. "I
think the court will take a hand In
this game," he said. "I naven't been
lu a real poker game for many yea.
Hut here Is where I'll 'set In' for a
time. The court will Just take the
pot. Also a $3 fine from each of
you.
Hoys, leave poker alone.
Its
a pernicious pastime."
And the game was over.
J u,'

I
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&fe Prise Winner

There was a man in our town,
And he was wondrous wise;
He ne'er was seen when lie was not
4'ompeting fnr a prize.
One line etiguessed how many seeds
A pumpkin
bad. therefore
He gnt a new $2 bill
At ('oakum's clothing store.

P

He won a bracket saw and once
He got a set of paints
For telling how the martyrs died
And naming all the saints.

lie always tried for every prize
He heard of everywhere.
And fehlom worked at other things
He had no lime to spare.
o li.idle was so Intricate
hlch
He w rnte an essay once for
That be would pass It by;
He drew u set of books
X.i problem ever daunted hint
Containing cooking recipes
He'd solve the thing or die.
Ity all the famous cooks.
And once he got a nickel watch
Poor fellow he has gone to rest,
For something be had guessed;
His worrying is past.
When he went after prizes there
he has solved the problem which
And
Was no hope tor Wie. rest.
We all must solve at last,
He lived in penury and died.
'
A piuper
ah. my son.
There never ,m a rebus nhich
lierplse him not. but think of all
He coluiln't figure out;
won.
The prizes that he Keeord-HerahCharade were simple things that he
l.
('..111, I lell vnll nil about
S K. Kiser I iiicMgo
'
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HJ)ji.I?ffiK
Made from cream of tartar derived
6o!ely from grapes, the most deli
clous and healthful of all fruit acids.

INTEREST

FREE ADVICE

ALLOWED

With Amp

Write u 1 Itttfr d"criblni all
your i mpioms, ani we will send you
Wee AJvii:e, In plain sealed envelope.
Address: Ladies AdvUory tlepartment,
1 he ChiitanQoga Medicine Go.(ChnMa-noos- j.
Tenn.
J13

reported from Haltlmore.
Mr. Jerome, however, is believed to
he familiar with Mr. Jordan's whereabouts and had had assurance that
either Mr. Alexander, Mr. Hyde or
Mr. Jordan will return to New York
if he wants any or all of them.
It is understood that the first subjects laid before the grand Jury were
the spurious loans whereby the company In its annual reports to the state
Insurance department concealed the
enormous cash balances which It carried on deposit In favored and alllllat-e- d
hanking institutions.
loiter subjects of Inquiry will be similar disguising of various collateral
loans
made to Individuals, as in the Metropolitan Life Insurance company and
the peculiar Chicago, ltuiilngton &
(Juincy syndicate shared In by members of the F.qultable's old finance
com ml t tee.
Witnesses examined by the grand
Jury yesterday were John (iilchrist.
Declared-Recou- nt
auditor of the securities department
of the Mercantile
Trust company;
&
Kuhn,
of
Loeb
Louis Heltishelmer.
Co.; Nelson Tilcott, assistant cashier
of the National Hank of Commerce,
and William K. (Jalter, a bookkeeper
of the Kquitable Trust company. The
most Important witness was Mr GilAlbany, X. Y.. II ty 2.".. With Gov.
christ, who has been In charge nf Hughes
on the .vu'iuth and for the
department
of the fli- -t
the securities
the power of his
time
Kqultable since April. 1903. and had
olllce,
with McCarren'a leadership
previously held subordinate positions
swept away. John Itaines swimming
in that department.
with the tid- - and allium the state ex
ecutive for fear of trouble at home,
$100 Reward. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleas- and with no date for adjournment in
is at sixes and
ed to learn that there Is at least one sight, everything
dreaded disease that science has been sevens here.
able to cure In nil Its stages, and that
It was caused by the message urg
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the ing the passage of the mayoralty remedical fraternity. Catarrh being a con- count bill, sent in by the governor
stitutional disease, requires a constitu- Thursday. It was a bomb from an
tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is unseen hand, a thunderbolt from a
taken Internally, acting directly upon the clear sky falling on the coterie of
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys- republicans and democrats
that had
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient iiuietly arratiKed to let the measure
"morgue,"
up
strength by building
the gen
the constitution die In the senate
and assisting nature In doing Its work. eral orders calendar.
The proprietors have so much faith In Its
Some said that the bill should have
curative powers that they otter One been
a general measure providing f "
Hundred Dollars for any case that It a
n' votes In every contest,
falls to cure. Send for list of testiif the defeated candidate wanted It,
monials. Address:
F. J. CHUNKY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
and then It would not have to go to
Sold by Druggists, "be.
mayor. The most Intense bitTake Hall's Family PMIs for constlpa the
terness was manifested, but all admitted that the governor was "the
boss" and that he must be obeyed,
N
because the public hud become bewitched by his methods in dealing
HOTEL INTERIORS with the legislature.
of all the disgruntled members of
the sen.v. ,t. Senator McCarien was the

BY

SENATOR

nt

Wonderful Orniigt'iic. i'ci raced inr-lc- ii
Among
anil lltintlnir-UiMMOther ltciimrkiililo Interiors
"
in Xciv York's (ircat
Hotels.
In their striving after individuality
the big hotels in New York have
been led to many sensaflionul extremes of architecture and ornament.
The feature of the Hotel Astor,
which appeals to most of the feminine mind is the orangeiie at the rear
of the lobby. Here In the very heart
of New York, with the subway shaking the earth beneath one's feet, the
great roar of truffle on all sides, one
is transpired Into a terraced garden, and looks upon a Mediterranean
sky half-see- n
through pergolas. The
marble mosaic floor is laid In gruss-pldesign. There is u terrace at the
rear where a slatued fountain plays
hmughout the room occasional ped
estals bear palms and orange trees
hung with yellow fruit.
A new note In American
decoration has been struck in the grill-roosays
of the Hotel Astor,
the New
Hroadway Magazine. In It one may
wander from Alaska to Central Mexico, and see every variety of Indian
life on the northern hemisphere of
this continent. Here, again, nothing
is haphazard and fanciful in detail.
The American Museum of Natural
History and the Tthnological Bureau
In Washington were Interested In the
work, and the busts representing each
variety of Indian in America were
obtained through their courtesy. The
heuds of the various animals peculiar
to the different regions and the Implements used by the Indians in
and In their domestic and
ceremonial life ure also to be found
ii

M'CARREN

most furi jus.
This remarkable man
usually keeps his temper In control.
Xo one ever saw him lose his calm
Kven when his
demeanor before.
Kings county democratic committee
Indorsed the Buffalo state ticket and
pilloried the delegate buying and th?
deals at that convention, Mr. McX'ar-re- n
was the coolest man In the room.
Hut Thursday
he let Hy invective
right and left.
Hughes,"
he declared,
"This man
"Is an irigrate.
He Is doing something that will plague him so long as
he lives. There is no demand for
this bill. Kven the man who professes he was elected over Mayor
does not want It. If It had
not been for the mayor and myself,
Hughes' opponent would have been
elected by 1U0.OUO.
"The bill, of course, will be passed.
I
I do not know when that will be.
do not know what the mayor will do,
but I know that an outrage has been
perpetrated by the governor."
Our KOUUIt IlItT work (ton's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
The Board of County Commission
ers of McKinley county, New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and Jail building, to be erected
In Uallup, New Mexico.
lilds to be
submitted separately for court house
and Jail.
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposal, to assure
the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to 4
3rd.
June
o'clock p. m.. Monday,
Itu7; ut the olhVe of the clerk of inboard. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of J. I LaDilere.
Albuquerque. N. M., or at the clerk's
Olllce in Uallup.
The board reserves the right to reject uny or all bids.
K. W. MEYERS
t.'leik nf tin.' Hoard of County Com- mi!oi.ers. ilallup. New Mexico.
('.ill at our store, pte.ise. for a
"f lir. Slump's "Health Vf-- li
your
e."
If real coffee disturbs
:o!;;:ic!i. your l:.a'-- or kidneys, then
try ttii.s i 'lever Coffee imitation. While
lr. S!ioj; lii ii'iy closely mat, lied
o.d Java and Mocha Coffee In flavor
e
a 1 tiste. yet he has nut even a
i;rui!i of real coffee in It.
Ir.
vioop' Health Coffee Imitation is
made from pure toasted yrilns or
lereils with malt, nuts, etc. Yeu will
surely like Health Co'tee. SaU by C.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUZ,

V. a.
VOMITORY
Autnorlsed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka 4 Ssnts Fe

$500.00.
$250,000.
Railway Company

An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
Recognizing this reofficers.
sponsibility, tlie officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

high-grad- e

KEITH'S
KONQUEROR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

SHOES

I

Wholesale Grocers

FOR MEN
lead in style, fit and foot comfort.
1 hey
wear like iron,
too. Our Konqueror
trade-maris found
only on well built,
dependable shoes.
a
This is our Stag Button
gun metal calf shoe, single sole,
military heel. A model preferred
by particular men. Price, $3.50.
Other shoes at $ 4 and f 5.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

k

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

IVcston It. Kcltli Shoo Co., Makers,
ltrmliton. Muss. Sold ly WILLIAM
CHAPLIN.

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

Clean
Cooking
wherever there

3

nnd you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white plae, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than thInferior kind.
-

a

They Keep ihe Flies Out

New Perfection Oil
Stove in the kitchen,
there you will tind the
pots and pans clean and
bright. The blue flame
of the New Perfection is
the cleanest flame pro- duced by any stove, and is entirely free from omoke
and soot. Another advantage of the

RIO

CO.

ESTABLISHED

1ST!.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the
ti

larg--

t

and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
Id the Sjuthwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
KA1LROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N

use.

CONTININTAL OIL COMPANY

'Incorporated'

ZDBBESSaHSSaS

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkote P.3o!in

First and Marquette

4

i
M

nd

Equipped with the latest improved
burner. Gives a bright, steady light at
lowest cost. Made of brass throughout and
beautifully nickeled. Suitable for any
parlor
room, whether library, dining-room- ,
or bedroom. Safe and satisfactory. Every
lamp warranted. Write to our nearest
agency if not at your dealer's.

'

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

is

Lamp ?ttX,
household

LUMBER

0iC0
L. B, PUTNEY

"OLD F.ELIABLE."

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e
that the heat is highly concentrated by enameled chimneys. This means quick results. The New
Perfection is different from other oil stoves. Made
in three sizes, with one, two and three burners.
Every stove warranted. If not at your dealer's, write
to our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquctt

NEW PERFECTION

all-rou-

NEW MEXICO

OrriCCRB ANO DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD3
Preside.
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKKE
CasUler
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLD3
Director

The art of making
shoes is not
acquired in a day. We've been shoemakers
years and are still learning.
for thirty-si-

T1"

Solicits

Qi

To CMIckcn
Mausard's Mills are sa' "ng good
wheat at $1.50 per 100 lbs.

hre.

Wonderful F.owma Cure.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
years, writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta. Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
Hy chance we read about electric bit
ters; bought a bottle and soon noticed improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottles
w ere used,
w hen our boy was com
pletely cured." liest of all blood med
icines and body building health tonics
Guaranteed at all druggists. 60c

and

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATC1TISOX, TOPEKA AXD SANTA FE RT.

s

N. UriKham.

3nmggeg (jf

(2i

OFFICERS AXD DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P, and Cashier; W. J
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. lilackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

A WELL BUILT SHOE

m

sin-i;l-

Ficllltle.

--

on New York
Mayorality Is Advised.

i

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - Capital, $150,000.00.

"This Man Hughes Is an Ingrate," He

t

SAVINGS

ON

Means and UniurpataM

fTtQ

GOVERNOR HUGHES DENOUNCED

free--iinji-

Grf mBaking Powder

capital and Surplus. $100,000

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 bottles.. Try it.
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ALBUQUERQUE

It is a safe and reliable remedy for all female
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Direct From
The Orient
Large assortment of
China and Jap Mattings from

20c per yd. up.
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TOWN SOLDIERS

ME

BE TREATED

Bp

BUSY
,

--

MUST

Has Plenty of Army Is Becoming All Offl- Are Getting
Copper For Present Prices.
Wise to Officers.
Hills Full of Mines.
Old Baldy"

cers-Prlva-

tes

is
Leavenworth, Kan., May 25. DeThe camp at Klizabethtown
nbnut to follow in the footsteps of sertions and failure of enlisted men
durthe United States to
many old time ramps that have pro- - of
ing the last three months have caused
many
duced millions, but from
the higher army ofllcers to wonder
causes have been taking a long whether this country may not soon
siesta, says the Mining Reporter. find itself in the same predicament
Like them. It is about to awake and as is said to exist in many South
add Its copper and gold to trie otner American states, with armies havproductive wealth of this country. ing many officers and one private.
The placer mines have produced Where heretofore recruiting officers
many millions since their discovery In have been soundly rebuked for en
the late '6U's and will produce for listing men with physical defects, the
years to come.
There are thousands war department now seems anxious
of acres of pay placer Murroundlng to get soldiers even if they have slight
Baldy mountain that have only been defects.
prospected and will pay handsome
Although it Is not generally known,
dividends when water Is made availin the
is not one regiment
able on the high ground to work there
army
today which is up to the re
them.
strength
Sol
quired
in
men.
enlisted
The Rocky Mountain, St. Louis & diers recently returned from Culm
Pacific railroad has built within a tell
of one troop of cavalry and only
few miles of this camp and will reach
not
officers
nine
It this year. This has turned attena
number to properly care
sufficient
tion to the mineral deposits which in for the horses.
early days produced several millions
The soldiers complain that they en
of gold with the
crude
arastra.
for a certain branch of the serv
Now .with modern machinery and list
ice,
that their desires are not
railroad facilities at hand, the own- givenbut
consideration, they are thrown
ers of properties that have lain idle Into any
short of men and
for years are preparing for a vigor- there theyregiment
stay.
One soldier with
ous summer's development. .
many service stripes on his sleeve
llU'll t'MT ICM.IS.
said:
"Soldiers who now get their dis
With copper at its present price
and recruits
and from the abundance of copper charges will not
float showing in both the Haldy and will not enter the service. The prosRed river ranges, from the pebble perity in the country is partly responsize to pieces as large as a bale of sible for the scarcity of recruits, but
Men take their dis
hay and running from 2 to 60 per not entirely.
cent, some important discoveries will charges and get work that pays them
we
be made in' the next few months. Ore much better than soldiering.
What
can now be sent to the Denver or get as privates $13 a month.
Pueblo smelters by rail for about $5 man cannot now in civil life earn suf
per ton.
ficient to board, clothe and quarter
Placer mining has been started and himself anil save more than $13 ft
He is not hampered by red
there will be suilicient water Trom month?
melting snow to keep the giants going tape, either. He is not taken before
l,
a summary court or a
until the rainy season sets in.
and for every little breach of discipline
George
Bnultz, president,
pay.
Can
of
tieorge Ballarh, secretary-treasurfined
$13
$10
his
and
of the Square Deal Mining and Mill- you blame a man for deserting when
ing company of Medina, Ohio, who he is fined $10 of his pay a month
own the McOinty and other properties for several months while he lies in a
here, spent several days In camp this guard house?
"Another cause is the abolishment
week and were so well pleased that
active work will start on those prop- of the army canteen, which held sol
The.. Woodland tun diers in garrison at night and kept
erties at once.
When we
nel is being cleaned up and retlm-bere- d them from temptation.
preparatory to starting that had the canteen there was little oc
property and pushing the tunnel to casion for a man going to the city
intersect the ore bodies a short dis and getting Intoxicated, being arrested, facing court-martiand what
tance ahead.
not. He behaved himself in the
Tiiniu'l Driving:.
The deep tunnel people are
a new drill and with the new
Let me mail you free, to prove
equipment expect to make at the merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's
They Restorative,
rale of mu feet per month.
my Book on either
are now in toward the center of Hakly dyepepsla, theandheart,
or the kidneys.
mountain, a trille over 2,01)0 feet.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
The Colorado Long Distance Tele Troubles
the stomach, heart or kid
phone company has poles up be neys, are of
merely symptoms of a deeptween Cimarron and Taos and a line er ailment. Don't make the common
will lie built to connect with it six error of treating symptoms
only.
miles down the valley.
Work has Symptom treatment Is treating the recommenced on the grading of the sult of your ailment, and not the
Northeastern railroad, which Is build. cause. Weak stomach
nerves the
Ing from
twentv-seve- n
Cimarron
Inside nerves means stomach weakmiles up the Varmaio to tap the vast ness always. And the heart and kidtimber and coal fields lying back of neys as well have their controlling or
Haldy mountain.
Inside nerves. Weaken these nerves
surveyors
who and you Inevitably have weak vital
The government
were running lines for the forest re- organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop's
serve at the head of Red river last Restoration has made its fame. No
fall are expected in daily to resume other remedy even claims to treat the
their wink and establish the east line "inside nerves." Also for bloating,
In doing this it will biliousness, bad breath or complexion,
of the reserve.
Shoop's Restorative.
Write
establish the west line of the Maxwell use Dr.
book now Dr. Shoop's
land grant, and from present reports for my freegold
by
Restorative
all
dealers.
it will throw back to the govern
mniit thousands of acres of rich mln
Best couches, felt mattresses, child's
eral lands that have for years been
rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
claimed as grant land.
book cases are among the new arrivals for the week at Futrelle's FurnitARMY Oi rirKlls ltEFI'sE
ure Emporium, corner Second street
TO ACt KIT
and Coal avenue.
Trinidad. Colo.. May 2.r,. Army of
ficers, having learned that Fred
E
Lewis was smuggled into the service
have refused to use him. and In all
probability he will be sent back to
Trinidad to answer to the charge of
lorgery. 1 he local recruiting officer
when i,ewis enlisted
the armv It
asked if be had ever been in Jail or
committed a crime.
which Lewis
promptly denied. When the local of H
ficers learned the facts this morning
thty promptly telegraphed to Fort
Leavenworth, where
was sent
H
thai he was an
Lewis I
having
forged
with
checks.
chaffed
H
dlf-fere- nt

,

st

court-martia-

er

iH-t--

ex-convi- ct

PATIENT"

Wlial hn become of the proposed
new reading room north of the
which the Santa. Fe contem-

plated building some time ago?
That is n question which nearly
every one of the several hundred employes of the Santa Fe here are asking one another.
The present reading room is not good enough. The
employes desire to have a better
room entirely separate from the machine shops, and In the city.
S. 10. Itusser, of Emporia, Kan., superintendent of the Santa Fe reading
rooms, was In Albuquerque yesterday.
When asked about the new
reading room and what had become
of it, he snltl:
"li will be built, but It's like a (rival
many other things a great railroad
system contemplates
it takes time.
fhe Albuquerque reading room will
be similar to the room at Needles,
Cal. That building was only recently completed, and while the rooms at
Topeka, ji Junta. Emporia And other
places are pretty, it surpa.5ves them
all.
"Last month it cleared over $.100.
In it are beds which an employe can
Meals
secure for a nominal price.
can be secured also It has baths, a
restaurant, sleeping rooms, and Is a
veritable home for the employe who
Is
far from home. The reading
rooms and homes afford the employe
a place to spend the evening. Here
tofore the only enjoyment the employe got was in loafing around a
and getting so drunk that he
was Incapable of going to work the
next day."
Superintendent Russer went to San
He will return
Marclal last night.
here Sunday morning with the Ladles'
Music Club quartet, of Topeka. which
sings at the reading rooms that
night.
MOVING

CV

To cricvkesrly colds nntnnA with "rrrTpntW
tnennn un detent for I'nrmnonin. To inp a cold
with Piweiiticn is no for thnn to let it rim n1 !e
Obliged in euro It fterwnl. To ! un Pre-ntlwill cure even a deeply tented cold, but
taken early at the sneere stsse the? tmnk. or
h"-off the
early rolils. That mifeljr better.
That't why ther are railed Prevention.
ITeyentliKare little Candy fold ( nrc. Xo Qnln.
iue. no physic, nothing sickening. Mc for the
children and thoronahly afn too. II ynn feel
II you ache all over, think ol
chilly, if ymi
ITeveiiticn. Promptness may also svc hnlf your
nuiml nil know. And don't lorRet ymir child, II
there is feverljhneM, night or dny. Herein proh.
efliclPticT. Sold In
ably lies Prevcnllct' greatest
biixej of 4S
fx! tmmn for the pork.-t- .
alio In
PreTeutic. Insist on four drugmttt giving you

in.

Preventics
"ALL DRUGGISTS''
have been passing through here

ly, en route home.

At present the sick tr.uk at the
machine shops is occupied by only
nine locomotives, three from tha Albuquerque-La
Junta divisions. four
from the Albuquerque-Coas- t
Lines
and two from the Rio Grande
S. E. Russer, superintendent of the
reading rooms over the Santa Fe sys
tem, with headquarters in Emporia.
arrived in the city yesterday morning
from a tour over the coast lines. He
left last nirfht for San Marclal and
other points over the Rio Urande

BS

The water treating plant opposit
the coal chutes. Just north of the
Santa Fe round house, In being moved
farther south and away from in front
The first tank
of the roundhouse.
Combined
was moved Wednesday.
with the new tank being erected the
water treating apparatus will consis
of three tanks and an engine house
One of the tanks will be used for
filtering, another for settling and still
The water
another for treating.
after being treated will be run
through pipes to two water cranes,
where the engines can run up and
"drink whenever thirsty." Although
ten men 'are working on the new
water treating plant, it will take sev
eral weeks to have it in good working
cojulitlori.
Ml'SIC AT HKAIMMJ ROOM
TOMORROW MCiHT
The Ladies" Music Club quartet, of
lopena. han., wnicn appeared hi cne
Santa Fe reading rooms here some
time ago. will play a return engagement tomorrow evening. The quartet
Is one of the best attractions offered
the employes and it was appreciated
so much that Superintendent Russer
decided to send it over the system
again. The quartet arrived here last
evening from the east. They were
met by Superintendent Russer, who
accompanied them to San Marclal,
where they slug tonight, returning
here tomorrow morning.
The quartet is composed of Florence Thomas, soprano; Mary K. Park-hurs- t,
poprano; May C. Stevenson,
alio; Jennie Ferry, alio; Rernlce Fuller, accompanist. The party is under
the chaperonage of (ieorge W. Park-hurs- t,
president of the Parkhurst-ltavl- s
Wholesale company "t Kansas
City, Topeka, Chicago and other cities
of the west, who hIso acts as manager.
"On the Road Called Santa Fe." Is
the title of a new song Just issued
The
anil received in Albuquerque.
words are by H. C. Potter, and the
music was composed by Charles T.
Atkinson. The song was dedicated
to (ieorge T. Nicholson, third vice
president of the Santa Fe system. On
the front page of the song iJ a picture of IJiguna, X. M., with the California limited flying by, a glimpse of
the petrified forests of Arizona and a
scene' at llie (irand Canyon. The design is made up of Navajo rugs, Indian pottery and Spanish missions.
Sixty natives of Mexico arrived In
Albuquerque Ibis morning and they
will stay here until tonight. They are
en route to Jerome, Ariz., to work In
the mines there. The exodus of laborers to the sugar beet fields of CoQ,uite a number
lorado has ceaMil.
who have been working or the Santa
and Kansas
Missouri
Fe in Illinois,

w

ENDEAVOR to

conduct our business on
Golden Rule plan. We give a Man
WEthe
Clothing that will satisty him and prove to

be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.09" or "The Best Clothing

the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
guarantee of "Money back, if you
by our iron-cla- d
want it." We do business on the square.

M. fll AN D E L L

Agent for the
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

COAL
nuaMta

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
94 50
PER TON

WOOD
AFTER MAY IB

John

EXCURSIONS

S.

Beaven

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

.lime
lusive. I.lmli August

YMI

to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for It if
you keep your bowels regular with

LIVER T. BALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and

Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least
Guaranteed by all druggists.
25o Try them.
com-plai-

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Thos. F. Keleher

DEYOKS HEADY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

Avaaa

POttC0C0O0O0O0O

breaking in

tommy

mm

2,14.

IT
and

ILL the COUCH
CURE thi LUNC8
WITH

Price
60c 1 $1.00
Fret Trial.
Quickest
Ours for aU
Surest and
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
0NSUMPTI0N

Ci0UGH8antf
OLDS

MOTT'S

needed

Dr. king's

Nov Oiscovory
FOR

J.VP-A-LA- C.

No

31, 1007.

I

.

1 10.25.

Norfolk. Va., and return. 15 day limit,
$58.76: sixty day. $72.90; season
limit. Dec. 15th, $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO, 1907. Return
limit Oct 31. 1907.
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $(7.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
5th.
Dickson, Tenn., and return, $62.75.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

WAIHIMTM OO.

Don't Pay Alimony,

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

FOR CASH ONLY

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

!f

None Better,

408 Wast Railroad

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

lxritv ant uinUkrin,tni:t-jiMvlttor
and banish " (mine tt mentruv
TLey are 1. 1 It? Kj.vra
tiun"
Uf
womanhood, aiding d
M
elijm"it of or it an and botiy.
eqnaw
known rtmMiy fW
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Building

(

Tracti

C

WW

A

.

8 to 15 Inc

WATER TREATING PLANT

Always
nN THF SQUARE!
w

Passenger engine No. 1 2
which
has been confined to the machine
shops for many weeks, whs turned
as
well.
out yesterday afternoon
She was given a trial trip today.
The scrap pile nt the machine shops
Is not so crowded as it was several
weeks ago. Most all of the engines,
condemned to the scrap pile have
About ten remain
been demolished.
to be "killed."

Meici City and return

LOCAL

late-

PAGE SKTEJI.

AS

I

JM

O

Tonight and Sunday Matinee

Secretary Mutual Building Amocsb
Uon. Of floe at 217 West RallrM

The burninsr and a chine
saused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are Dre- Vented bv the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish

W.:E. 1V1AUGEP

start.

shoe

The Telephone Girl

INSURANCE

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is co m fort a b le from
'he

The Manhattan Musical Comedy Ctv

A. E. WALKER.

ith the foot"

that's

absolutely
comfortable

Tenue.

WOOL

with Raubs and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. li.

TOTI

A,

OR API

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bm
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Lint of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this Una with us.
NORTH TH r.D 8T.
I1I-216--

&

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Matinee Prices, Adults 20c.

Children 10c.

8,
U-O-

)xfords,

Starting Sunday Night

...

The
2

O. A. SLEYSTER

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00

Bal-Lunati- cs

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATS
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 13 and
Albuquerque.

Let us fit you.

A Musical Satire in Three Acts.

Fresh and Salt Ms
Steam Baunaire Factory.
KMIIj KX1KNWORT
Masonic Building. North Third Street
All Kinds of

R'd Crm
taunt Cell Blatktr
Nt.

WFA.
121

CHAPLIN
Railroad Avaoua

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. 111.

14

Give ui your ROUGH DRY work
and get It back Wednesdays
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,

0
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BITTERS

H
H
H
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H

n

The record of cures made
ky the Bitters during the
past 53 years proves that
it is the best medicine for
restoring the appetite, relieving constipated bowels
and to cure Dyspepsia, In-

digestion, Sour Risings,
Heartburn Costivenesi,
Biliousness, Insomnia or
Kidney Ills. Try it today.

x
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Its Location

n

'

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
,
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25lUO
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
?EAVTIFUL LAKE AND PUHLIC PARK a. U GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY N THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
.
N. M

T

mi99

HOttOwottoattotootoa
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m

TO BELEN, N. M.

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

HnnB nuanmu ran tznBHiiiacinnDtmnixDHDDtXDaDnn

Railway Center

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

nuii orrwrD Dm
junn
uLutr.n, nco.

0
0

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TWAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NOHTII AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

0

K4KtKtttttt0Ot
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S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERM9
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONET
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

ImI
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TWO-THIRD-

j
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nm. m. penocn, Caau'

D

0
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WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH I PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECCRE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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PERSONAL

DIES

PA K AO RAP IIS

FRANCE

IN

I

MEAT

MA 1

Paris. Franco. Tv 2.V Theodore
Tllton. the
d
American edi- or and writer.
h,i has been lit for
!
DiMiver. t'oln.. M.iy 2.V Fullthe past few
llVs, died here this
night and Sunday; cooler tonight.
morning. In 1X7 Tllton made sev
eral sensational charges against Hen- Ward Beecher, the famous min
Tit MX AlUtlYAIiS.
ster. While he was not actually ex
iled, the charges which he brought
Attend the pleating rink tonight. igainst Rev. Beecher practically rob
bed him of every friend he had which
Ladles admitted free.
A. n. MrtlalTey went to Thoreau, X. caused mm to move to France. The
American colony will have charge of
M.. I:i.t night on a business trip.
the funeral services.
Mr. and Mrs. limit Blho. of Cubero.
are In the city visiting and shopping.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Dr. and Mrs. John H. H.iynes left ELEPHANT.
yesterday for Tlerra Amarllla for n
short vacation.
.n TO Till: I'Ol.f M
lil'M.P.V?
M. D. Metcgar. of the progressive lU'H IIOI I I,.
;
NOT III M.RY
town of Wlllard. X. M., Is registered
TO TIIK CO.
g
1.1 Mill's IHKH-1- .
at Slurges' Kuropemi.
g g
I
I OU
I
I
l
TO
M III PI
i:ST
Teotll Van Damme, a well known
MORROW.
rancher of San Antonio, X. M.. Is In
8
1
AlliU(Uerque on business today.
I CI"
CISKAM AND
Ill'Y
VOIR
Miss Fauna Dunn and Miss Venlca CA.XDV
MIFF'S,
AT
CORNKIl
A. Mallerv. who left this city Wedshaped
"old Dr. Goose"
OIRTII AM) RAILROAD. AMD
nesday fir Kstancla, have arrived S.WE
1 1
MOXKV.
there safely.
to sell,
is
J. II. Collins, of the county surJust received, a line of women's
veyor's ollice. has returned from his gray canvas lace shoes. They have
for
good leather soles, tit well and are
surveying trip to Hear canyon.
8
looks, is
I
H. H. Cart wright, u well
known especially adapted to ladles who want 8
"-- t
o
a
cool shoe, but who on account of
wholesale grocer of Santa Fe, Is In the
will
from
city today, attending the wholesale weak ankles are prevented
C.
grocers meeting.
wearing slippers. Price, $1.50.
Fred Kowalt. of Itoston, Mass., Is May's Shoe store, 314 West Railroad
in the city today calling upon the avenue.
jj
trade In the Interest of the Douglas
WAXTED Good men.
with clean
Mioe company.
records, as agents for the Colorado
Sincerity Tests,
Y. It. Hrown. division
freight anil
one
National Life Assurance Company
passenger agent, with headquarter
Liberal contracts and gtoi terri
at Kl I'aso. Is in the city today on
tory In Xew Mexico and Arizona
company business.
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Mana
Mrs. S. A. Caldwell, of Hock Island
gers, Cimmercial Club budding.
III., is In the city visiting her sister
We sell the Sincerity Brand of clothes; also Hart
Mrs. W. K. Rawlins, of Third street
1
SPRING I. AMIt. 4 HICKKN AND
and Atlantic avenue.
HERMAN ZWEIGART
Guaranteed.
Shaftner & Man-B- oth
TDK 4'OI.VM HI'S
(leorge Hutchinson, of 420 North IH'MPI.INGS
First street, this city, has been grant hoii:l tomorrow.
PROPRIETOR
8
ed a pension of ill per month, .tak
WAXTED Position as Job composiing effect February 26, 1907.
tor in good office. First class man
Phone 185
Arno&Coal
Captain C. X. Harney, medical de
Don't drink and can give best of
partment. V. S. A., arrived In Albufamily.
Would
references. Man of
querque last night for his health. He
prefer to work under contract. OOOOOOOCOOOOOC)OCX30C)0000000
Is registered at the Alvarado.
City,
Morgan
Gray,
L.
W.
Write
J. M. Archelete. a well known
La. State salary when writing.
banker of I'agosa Springs, Colo., spent
yesterday evening in Albuquerque vis
iting friends. He was registered at FOR SALE Furniture: very reason- able. Call a: 60s South Fourth
the Sturges.
street.
Mrs. Chas. Iusco Williams, of Day
ton, Ohio, arrived Hi Albuquerque on
Are you looklng for something? Re
this morning's California limited and
will be the guest of Col. and Mrs, member the want columns of The
D. K. H. Sellers for a month or more Evening Citizen are for your especial
115-11- 7
W. I. Sanchez, a well known sheep benefit. It talks to the people and
man of Los L,unas, who was In the they talk to you.
Between Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74
city several days on business, left to
For stomach troubles, blllousnest
day for his home.
Mrs. Sanchez ac
and constipation try Chamberlain's
companied her husband.
Liver Tablets. Many
P. A. Koss. formerly chief clerk of Stomach andcure?
have been effected
the Santa Fe roadmaster in this city remarkable
them. .PtIoj. 25 cents. Sample
left last night on train Xo. I for by
Wlnslow, Ariz., to accept a similar tree. For sa'e by ail
position there.
Six good pictures for ten cents at
Rev. W. E. Harlow, a well known
Studio, 216 West Gold avenue.
evangellHt of the Christian church, I Star
In the city and will preach both the
morning and evening sermons at the
Christian church Sunday.
SKATING RINK TONIGHT
V. K. Etter, superintendent
of the
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe
left this morning for Topeka. Kan
ti
attend the time card meeting of
the Santa Fe, which will convene
yr;.-- v't. 1 , V',
there Monday.
Mrs. J. C. Flneron, of Oswego. X
Y., is In the city visiting her brother
Charles V. Flneron. She will resume
her journey homewards next week
Airs. Flneron has been spending the
winter at Los Angeles, Cal.
H. V. Kelly, manager of the Gross-Kell- y
Wholesale Grocery company,
and M. W. Browne, manager of the
company, both of
I .as Vegas,
are In the city, attending
the wholesale grocers meeting.
The remains of Arthur Cavauaugh.
which were buried In the church
yard of the Church of our Lady of
Sorrows, were disinterred Friday and
Beef
reburled at the Mt. Calvary cemetery,
north of the city. Las Vegas Optic.
Dr. It. M. Copeland and Mrs. Cope-lanof Bennington. Ind.. who have
been visiting Mr. and
Mrs.
Burk
Copeland, of this city, have gone to
California. They will visit a brother
at San Francisco, then go to Salt
Lake City and' back to Indiana.
CREAMERY BUTTER
The ladies of the W. It. C. will
BUY MERRITT'S
Good Music.
meet at the Central school building
Sunday. May 20. at 10:30 sharp,
'u
to attend Memorial services
in a LADIES ADMITTED FREE
body.
Services to be held at the
First M. K. church. Lead avenue and
Third street, and will be conducted
by Uev. J. C. Rollins.
Col. A. P. Hunter, the mining ex- The Season's Newest
I'lr-i- t
class shoemaker and repair- oert who has been visiting the prop- ertles of the Tres Hermauos Mining or. Jut reiHMveu tJilpmont of new
and Latest.
company, of which he is the presi- - slioe.
lent, near Golden, returned to Albu- Uy3
querque yesterday.
Colonel Hunter
is making preparations to operate the GREEN FRONT, 105 North First St.
mines on a large scale.
Assistant Marshal W. C. Kennedy.
i
4 ho took the tw o deserters of Troop
Is the Dlace for fash- F. Fifth Cavalry, to Fort Wingate.
.
Nh
has returned to Albuquerque. Ken-- ;
G.
H.
lonan fi ano umeiv
nedy and (inker Kuapp both fell
pretty good over the capture of the
footwear.
deserters. The war department payed The Central Avenue Optician
me arresting onteer JoO tor each ile
seller.
1 14 Central Avenue
At S:15 this afternoon the fire com
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
High Grade Shoes
yany was called out to extinguish a
slight blaze on the Coal avenue via
at
By
duct. A few squirts from the chemi
Our Specialty
cal tire extinguisher and the contl.i- i
gratlon was no more. This Is the second time this week that the viaduct
.
aaww
has caught tire from sparks form the
New
Location
5'
S02 West Railroad Avenue. Phone 131
Santa re locomotives.
The IDEAL SHOE STORE
WKATIIKIt roltWAST.

self-exile-

-

MARKET

The Time Is Here
Warm Weather Brings With it One Cool Comfort

L.OW SHOES

11

fa

Pretty and shapely, they are the very thing to add
the finishing touch to your new summer dress
'A
or suit. We have the proper style for any
occasion, dress, street or housewear.

FOR MEN
F0

$u. no
it.no

$4.00
3.50

2.50

3.00

3.50

$3.00.

Colt Oxford
Kid Oxfords
Velour rait oxfords
Oray Canvas Oxfords leather sole

Patent

2

Vtcl

fe

"'

FOR WOMEN
Canvas Oxfords. White or Cray
Dongola Oxfords. Hlack or Tan
Vlcl Kid oxfords. Hlack or Tan
Patent Kid Oxfords
Gun Metal Oxfords

$1.50 $2.00 $2.2.1
1.65
l.ifi 2.00
2.25 2.50 3.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.50 3.50

YNARO

T. Y. MA

GEO. W. MICKOX

s

a coat
has
clearly victimized;
the buyer
no matter how neat and perfect it
it absolutely certain that heat
I
or dampness
take out the shape,
and make the clothes look like an animated
bundle of rags. There isn't any way you can
detect clothes of this kind except to apply
You must take your
of the
own chances or buy a sincerity suit, with our
guarantee of quality

W

r .Tirinor Jimh

ur

I

SIMON STERN

I

Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The HICKOX - MA YNARD CO.

NEW MEXICO'S LEA OINQ JEWELERS
South Second St.
Arch front

first St.

All Kinds of Indian and Moxlean Coods. Tba Cboapast
Plaoo to boy Narajo Blankots and Moxlean Drawn Work
Mall Ordoro Carafully and Promptly rillad.

J.

M.

O'RILLLY DRUG CO.
Of
CUT

LINE

BRILLIANT

LIBBEY'S
OLAtt

H. E. Fox. Secretary and Manager.

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a Bitting. The best of everything In our line.

AM ELEGANT

s

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

The

TZ&L.

NORTH FIRST STREET

1

109 North

HEN

I

We Are Displaying

Th0

Native and
Kansas Citv
Meat

When You Buy It
And After You Wear It

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS
McCormicfc Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

GO.

HARDWARE

THE WAGNER
mamaaaaaaawaaamaaaaaaamaawmamaammmmmm

Urowiie-Munzanar-

Plumbers

32

W. R.R.Ave.

Tinners

KANSAS CITY

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

,
Refrig-

erators
is the

White

- wi----

1

-

most
complete
in the city

Cream
Freezers

Coolers

Steaks

Just what you
want.

need.

MATTEUCCI

Ideal Slioe

Water
Filter

Water

d,

BRST

Ice

f

Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

Store

....

I

Just Arrived
A'newsupply of GardenjHose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Diamond

HAVE YOU

SEEM

THEM? '1

The New Electrical Signs
Manufactured

BELL'S

THE

EVERITT

Games

'

LIVERY vUpVomce Rlectric & Cons'. Co.
www
T ,

Palace

RAILROAD

Many ills come from Impure blood.
Can't have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy liver and lU(rssh bow-elliurdock'g Hlood Bitter fctrenftth-e- n
stomach, bowels and liver and
tHtrifles the blood.

AVE;

s.

Diamond, Watdiea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, SUverwave.
trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

yuiM1

NURSE.
Mrs. A. H. Meyer, 1

424 NORTH fOURTH ST.
TELEPHONE 43

r

T L .. OmmmI

m

TltM m a aIiiaii

rrj

kit.

tf '7.

Lean Hertzog.

Manager

218 West Railroad Ave.

the TAILOR

GIELITZ

Maker of

Sooth Third

Ladies' and Gentlemen's

O

Fioe CLoibas
AYw

Line of Wash Neck:vear

j-

-

N. T.Arinijo Building.

Eastman Kodaks

Anybody can make clothes; it takes
Smart
brains to make 01$ Stein-Bloc- h
Clothes. Talent with needle and
shears, directed by intelligence ripened
by 52 years of knowing how, has
given these clothes the style and distinction which has won them fame
and following among judicious dressers
Blue Serge Suits, double or
single breasted - - $J8to$28
A complete line of two-piesuits - - - $9 to $18

Suppltw Finishing for Amateurs,
lo.in Kliki free.

HAWLEY

On the Corner

Th

45

"Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

FINE FOOTWEAR
Agents For
FLORSHEIM SHOES
R. R. Ave.

tit

New Line
MISS C.

Just Rece ved
P. CRANE

S 1 2 North Second
Specialty of

Street

o
o

Not Made by the Trust
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - -

TICKETS

R.R.

122 South Second

0

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANSED

Association Offtct
Transaotlons

Ouaranio

ROSENFIEt O'S.

118 W.

B. A.

Atl

It

O
O

i4V
O

o
o
o

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

'mmm2Bmm2mai

Leading Stationer.

0o
o

Wm. CHAPLIN

ce

119 Weit Gold

Room 7.

K cr Pi
Write
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mouth
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Albuquerque, Neu, Mexico
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